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Participatory Village Mapping to Improve Public Participation Practice in Indonesia 

Akbar, Aulia; Flacke, Johannes; Martinez, J.A; van Maarseveen, Martin University 

of Twente, Faculty of Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation (ITC), 

Netherlands, a.akbar@utwente.nl 

 

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) Agenda, in particular, Goal 11.3.2 and 11.6.7 

urged the necessity to implement good public participation practices that ensure equal 

opportunities for all groups of stakeholders to engage in the development processes. In 

Indonesia, after the establishment of Village Law in 2014, an annual participatory planning 

practice called Musrenbang is implemented to produce the village development plans 

through public meetings. As an obligatory process, Musrenbang is often poorly implemented 

due to problems such as power relations and disagreement among stakeholders. Enabling the 

stakeholders to find common understanding through knowledge integration is crucial to 

minimize these issues.  

Aside from the participatory planning process through Musrenbang, the law also requires 

each village to have a village map that showing the boundaries, facilities and infrastructure, 

and landuse/land cover of the village. However, most villages do not have these maps 

because the map-making process is considered expensive and requires particular skills or 

expertise. Therefore, we developed a collaborative spatial learning methodology to enable 

the village stakeholders to participate in the mapping process. Through the implementation 

of the participatory mapping approach we supported not only the production of the village 

maps, but investigated how the participatory mapping activities contribute to integrate 

stakeholders’ spatial knowledge; helping them to minimize the power gaps and to find 

common understanding through the social learning experiences. Ultimately, it is expected 

that the developed methodology would improve the Musrenbang implementation at the 

village level.  
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Community led mapping of households in slum communities 

Aro, Joseph; Roberts, Rebecca   

Justice and Empowerment initiatives, Nigeria, bidex99@gmail.com  

 

Slums are an expression of the failure of state. They are also most times an epic example of 

how a city treats its very poor. They exist in utter states of vulnerability, vulnerable to every 

disaster and at risk to acute loss of lives and properties. This is especially alarming as 

governments rarely have any form of data about these communities. Participatory mapping 

has enabled communities to profile themselves, map themselves, while also collecting basic 

needed data to engage with government.  

Lagos is a megacity, estimated to be populated by about 23 million people. 67% of the 

population has however been estimated to live in slum environments/ conditions. The huge 

inequality gaps of the state have bred the proliferation of slums across the state with the 

government not having adequate plans for improving on the lives and livelihood of the urban 

poor. As a result of these inadequacies, the communities are unplanned, with government 

either disinterested or afraid of investing into these communities and thus targeting the 

communities with forced evictions citing claims of crime, sanitation issues among others as 

reason.  

The communities have however embraced participatory mapping and community led 

profiling efforts as a means of collecting adequate, efficient and accurate data about their 

communities while mapping resources, structures and other needed data as a medium of 

engaging with government towards improving on their environment while also attracting 

support for development. 

Community profiling, participatory mapping as well as efforts by not-for-profit organizations 

who taught and assisted the communities in the knowledge of mapping and data collection 

in one of the slum communities in Lagos has attracted government presence and desire to 

improve on the conditions of living in the community and this is expected to scale as more 

communities take hold of putting their communities on the map." 
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The GeoCitizen geoweb-participation framework: applications and critical success 

factors 

Atzmanstorfer, Karl; Bartling, Mona; Eitzinger, Anton; Blaschke, Thomas, 

University of Salzburg Austria karl.atzmanstorfer@sbg.ac.at 

 

The GeoCitizen-platform is a geospatial web-application that combines georeferenced 

surveys, geolocated reports, as well as structured and transparent map-based discussion and 

feedback loops in one comprehensive participation framework. Initially, the GeoCitizen-

platform was developed to better organize and structure citizen participation in urban 

planning in Latin America and enrich it with geolocated information. Through the modular 

framework of the platform, we were able to modify and adapt the GeoCitizen in a second 

phase for using it in initiatives in other countries and domains: the ‘Bürgercockpit’-application 

for spatial planning processes in municipalities participating in the Agenda21-process in 

Austria; the ‘GeoFarmer’-tool for smart monitoring of testing of new agricultural practices in 

Africa, Latin America, and Asia; the ‘Map4Youth’-initiatitve in Italy for empowering young 

people in designing their living space; and supporting SOS Children’s Villages International in 

tailoring risk communication with local facilitators for improved feedback in events of natural 

disasters. In these uses cases, we tailored the GeoCitizen-platform to specific needs regarding 

functionalities, ICT components, interfaces for handling data and information as well as the 

participatory framework according to the infrastructure and the requirements of the different 

initiatives. From all these examples and more than a decade experience on three different 

continents we will summarize the main lessons learnt and underpin that the combined 

thematic and geographic information is asserted by its creator without citation, reference, or 

other authority. The projects all need a certain belief in the essential goodness of users but 

also some limited guidance and supervision to avoid subversive phenomena of spam or 

denial-of-service attacks. We shall ask, therefore, what the critical success factors of such 

participatory mapping endeavours are, which elements are mission-critical and when users 

rely on participatory mapping platforms and services. 
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50 shades of geoparticipation 

Babelon, Ian: Pánek, Jiri; Falco, Enzo; Kleinhans, Reinout  Northumbria 

University United Kingdom ian.babelon@northumbria.ac.uk  

 

Applications and innovations of web-based geoparticipation platforms are outpacing 

academic research on the impact of such tools on planning practice and citizen engagement. 

Concurrently, local governments worldwide increasingly resort to web-based geo-

participation platforms to engage citizens and crowdsource local knowledge. On the basis of 

online surveys and semi-structured interviews of 50+ web-based geo-participation projects in 

11 countries, this article contributes empirical knowledge about the diverse ways in which 

web-based geoparticipation can mediate participatory planning processes. We focus 

particularly on 2D and 3D interactive, participatory maps as a canvas for the expression and 

exchange of knowledge, values and perceptions between planners and citizens, such as: 

Emotional Maps (Czech Republic), Social Pinpoint (Australia, Canada, and USA), 

Commonplace (UK), coUrbanize (USA), Carticipe (France, Canada), Mapping for Change (UK), 

Stickyworld (UK), Bästa Platsen (Sweden, Norway), CityPlanner (Sweden, Finland), CitizenLab 

(Belgium and The Netherlands) and Transform City (Netherlands). We explore the effects of 

new technology mainly on engagement objectives of local governments and influence on 

planning decisions. We do so by employing the International Association for Public 

Participation (IA2P) spectrum of public participation (inform, consult, involve, collaborate, 

empower) to assess planning practitioners’ experiences. Results show that web-based 

geoparticipation platforms: i) mediate different degrees of public participation and are more 

frequently used to achieve the involvement and consultation levels; ii) are able to moderately 

and significantly influence planning decisions (on a scale from no influence to minor, 

moderate, significant influence and steering capacity); iii) require political backing; and iv) are 

typically deployed in synergy with other modes of community engagement to safeguard 

inclusion.  
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Comparison of crowdsourced and geographically modeled recommendations for 

public bicycle scheme expansion in Poznan, Poland  

Brudka, Cezary; Czepkiewicz, Michal, Heksagon, Poznan University of Economics 

and Business, Poland, cezary.brudka@heksagon.org 

 

The article compares recommendations for public bicycle scheme (bike share) expansion 

obtained by crowdsourcing and geographical modeling methods. The crowdsourcing method 

was based on a participatory mapping approach and used an online geo-questionnaire to 

collect suggested locations of docking stations (third generation system) and the extent of a 

flexible rental zone (fourth generation system) from over 3,000 participants. The modeling 

approach included distance-decay functions and service areas based on distances between 

stations and usage statistics from previous years. The results of crowdsourcing and modeling 

are compared using GIS operations and descriptive statistics. Participants of the participatory 

mapping were unevenly distributed in space, which suggests a possible mobilization of 

particularly interested contributors. Therefore, the comparisons are done with and without 

an adjustment for the spatial representativeness of participants and compared. We discuss 

the role of participant mobilization in the mapping process, and the need to adjust for it in 

the analyses. We reflect on the role of both crowdsourcing and modeling approaching in the 

actual decision-making.  
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Incorporating the Participatory Process in the Design of Geospatial Support Tools: 

Lessons Learned from SeaSketch 

Burnett, Charla M.; McClintock, Will; Goldberg, Grace  SeaSketch United 

States charla.burnett001@umb.edu 

 

SeaSketch is a collaborative web-based geo-design software application that was created by 

the McClintock Lab at the University of California Santa Barbara. It’s a tool (also known as 

“software as a service”) that is used worldwide by governments, marine, and ecosystem 

planners, and scientists to visualize and analyze spatial data for the purpose of building multi-

stakeholder consensus around natural resource decisions. Since launching five years ago, 

SeaSketch has been used in approximately 30 large-scale projects and over 200 educational 

and research projects, distributed over 40 countries. This research article builds off Ballatore 

et al. questionnaire and survey outcome to further understand how the process and spatial 

tools interact and transform normative behavior by building consensus around a set of spatial 

plans. It is through such a comparative lens that we are able to tease out several more crucial 

dimensions to evaluating participatory GIS projects and lay out a research agenda that can 

grant scholars and practitioners with a greater understanding of the state of the art. After 

careful consideration of the qualitative data, we argue that GIS technologies alone cannot 

guarantee the participation and empowerment of key stakeholders, participant 

communication, the democratization of the decision-making process, the resolution of 

conflicts, and/or the trust that is needed to sustain the implementation phase.  
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PPGIS for water, energy and food nexus towards a sustainable urban planning: 

study case of Guarulhos city, Brazil 

Carvalho, Carolina; Giatti, Leandro; Bedran Martins, Ana Maria; Urbinatti, 

Aleberto School of Public Health, São Paulo University  Brazil, 

carvalhocm@gmail.com 

 

The current model of urban growth and resources consumption creates unsustainable cities, 

with severe impacts on the health and wellbeing of citizens, mainly due to lack of planning 

and inadequate management. Urban sustainability is connected with the efficient use of 

resources, approached by the concept of the urban nexus, which is deeply linked to 

governance. This paper aims to evaluate the use of PPGIS (Public Participatory Geographic 

Information Systems) approach in Guarulhos, aiming to assess how the nexus resources are 

available and used by the citizens. PPGIS  refers to the combination of GIS technology and 

local knowledge, and can potentially be a collaborative instrument for empowering citizens 

and improvement of governance, thus becoming a powerful planning and decision tool for 

cities. Targeting this, a survey was developed, to be answered by the citizens of Guarulhos, 

with questions related to water, energy and food access (WEF), as well as mobility issues, 

related to energy. Guarulhos, na intensely urbanized and industrialized city in Brazil, with 

about 1.3 million inhabitants, suffers from several socioenvironmental impacts. The survey 

provided feedback about the city´s main socioenvironmental problems related to the WEF 

nexus, as well as connections and disconnections between them, and some proposals for local 

improvements, allowing to think about main factors that lead the city to this vulnerable 

scenario. Based on the answers, new urban policy proposals can be developed and possibly 

integrated into the city´ urban planning, aiming resilience increase.  
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Reimagining the influence of the university through the praxis of participatory 

mapping 

Corbett, Jon, University of British Columbia, Canada, jon.corbett@ubc.ca 

 

Over the past 50 years participatory mapping has become a vibrant area of practice, a well-

used data gathering method and is increasingly seen as an area of study in its own right. 

Because of this multi-faceted approach, the specific objectives of participatory mapping 

initiatives vary significantly. In contexts that involve academic institutions, faculty and 

students, researchers are often entwined within the agency of the map-making process, as 

well as how the outcomes of projects are communicated to a wider audience. There are 

competing pressures on researchers to both remain true to spirit of participatory mapping as 

tool for positive social change, while still complying with the contemporary trend within 

universities to attain high research impact factors. In other words, both groups want to 

achieve ‘impact’, but in very different ways.  

Using examples from applied fieldwork, this presentation will critically reflect on the 

intersections between the university and the researcher during the practice of participatory 

mapping and the creation of participatory mapping tools. It will explore the role that the 

different actors play within this process (including community members, organizations, 

researchers, students and university administrators). In particular it will examine the tensions 

that arise between different understandings of ‘impact’. Impact understood from a purely 

academic perspective, i.e. which projects have yielded the most articles or have been the 

most highly cited. As well as impact from the viewpoint of the community of practice, i.e. 

which projects resulted in substantive and sustained social or political transformation. Finally, 

this presentation will explore how these differing perspectives might align to both strengthen 

the practice of participatory mapping within universities, as well as reimagine the role that 

the university might play in supporting positive social change. 
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Mapping gaze to gain insight into landscape valuations: the contribution of eye-

tracking methodology  

Cottet, Marylise; Vaudor, Lise; Tronchère, Hervé; Roux -Michollet, Dad; 

Augendre, Marie; Brault, Vincent Université de Lyon, CNRS, EVS, ENS de Lyon, 

France, marylise.cottet@ens-lyon.fr 

 

Traditionally, maps of landscape values are produced from verbal data collected as part of 

surveys and transcribed a posteriori in maps or directly from cartographic data created by 

people involved in participatory approaches. In both cases, this is reported data. We were 

interested in considering, as a complement, captured data, which are considered as providing 

a more direct and spontaneous view into the valuations people assign to landscapes. Eye-

tracking technology – used to detect and record human eye movements – is an interesting 

approach in this regard. Since it has long been known that the way an individual gazes at a 

scene depends on the task the individual has to complete, we hypothesized that when 

valuating a landscape, people look primarily at the elements that they rely upon to build their 

opinions.  

Our goal was to compare the information provided by three sets of in situ data collected 

during a landscape valuation experiment: (a) evaluations of landscape quality collected 

through rating scales, (b) discourse data resulting from answers to open questions focused 

on landscape quality, and (c) eye-tracking data (including gaze maps) recorded when 

landscape quality assessments were made. We considered three scenes located along a green 

promenade that borders an urban river (the Yzeron River, France). Thirty riverine residents of 

this river participated in our experiment. 

We demonstrated strong concordance among the rating, verbal and gaze data (based on gaze 

fixations). The gaze data helped identify landscape objects of importance in forming 

judgments of landscape valuation. The findings suggest also that there might be an 

association between the mean duration of fixations and the perceived naturalness of scenes. 

Gaze maps appear promising and show that eye-tracking methodology deserves further 

consideration when studying landscape valuations. 
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Evaluating a large-scale participatory mapping application in urban planning: the 

case of Warsaw master plan  

Czepkiewicz, Michal; Jankowski, Piotr; Brudka, Cezary  Heksagon, University 

of Iceland Poland michal.czepkiewicz@heksagon.org 

 

The paper evaluates the results of a major participatory mapping application conducted in 

the late 2018 - early 2019 in Warsaw, Poland. The application employed a geo-questionnaire 

to elicit the patterns of travel and service use, development preferences, and perceived 

residential environment quality of more than 10,000 city residents. The application has been 

a step in the planning process aimed at developing a primary master planning document for 

the whole city. In the article, we describe the purpose and context of the application, present 

a summary of its results, and evaluate it using the following assessment aspects: 1) social and 

spatial representativeness of the sample, 2) influence of the results on the planning process 

and its outcomes, and 3) perception of the quality of results from the perspective of planners 

and participatory mapping conveners. The evaluation of the first aspect is based on 

quantitative and spatial data analysis. The evaluation of the latter two aspects is based on 

interviews with key stakeholders involved in the process: urban planners, data analysts, and 

organizers of the participatory process.  
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SPATIAL MAPPING FOR ASSESSING CHILDREN’S INDEPENDENT MOBILITY RANGE AND 

AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME IN MILITARY BARRACKS OF NIGERIA 

Daodu, Oluwatomisin; Said, Ismail  Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia, 

daodutosin1@gmail.com 

 

Measuring independent mobility indicators of children depends on ways in which 

environmental context is defined and contextual indicators are obtained. Consequently, 

place-based research is not achievable without a specific methodology and relevant 

indicators. Hence, this study employed field survey and middle age children’s participation in 

a semi-structured interview to obtain spatial and mobility data in military barracks. Children’s 

home geographical range and average travel time for walking, cycling and driving to school 

and playground were evaluated using ArcGIS. This exploratory study assessed the indicators 

at two barracks in Nigeria, Sam Ethnan Air Force Barrack (SEAB) in Lagos and Nigeria Air Force 

(NAF) barrack in Kaduna. In addition, the barrack spatial maps generated from ArcGIS were 

evaluated using a buffering technique. The buffer zone of the 4 primary schools and children’s 

playground indicated a catchment ranging from 100 to 700m in SEAB and 100-1900m in NAF 

barracks Kaduna. Furthermore, the map was administered to 60 children across 4 NAF 

primary schools. In this regard, children demonstrated mapping experience and abilities in 

marking their home, schools, playground, and preference routes. Distances from homes to 

the schools and playground were measured and average travel time to destinations was 

calculated. It is found that children marked shorter distances travelled by walking to school 

and play areas in the barracks.  The average walking speed of a child is 1.5 m/s, cycling 3.511 

m/s, and driving is 8.333 m/s. An estimated 100-700m home range gave average maximum 

walking time of 7m 45s in SEAB and 100-1900m home range took maximum of 20m 32s walk 

in NAF barrack Kaduna. Consequently, shorter distances associated with close destinations 

accessibility gave less travel time. This suggests that the home, school and play area are 

important destinations for children to travel independently without restrictions in military 

barracks.  
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Bringing community and liveability into the development of Smart Cities and 

Neighbourhoods across the municipality of Manningham in Melbourne, Australia.

  

Davern, Melanie; Boulange, Claire; Laatikainen, Tiina E., Farahani, Leila, Healthy 

Liveable Cities Group, RMIT University, Australia, melanie.davern@rmit.edu.au 

 

Smart Cities and Suburbs funding from the Australian Department of Infrastructure Regional 

Development and Cities has enabled partnership between the City of Manningham and the 

Healthy Liveable Cities Group at RMIT University. This project is bringing community voice 

and public participation to the creation of public policy and the development of smart and 

liveable neighbourhoods across the Melbourne municipality using a range of sensor 

technologies, Participatory GIS and spatial analysis of neighbourhood liveability. Importantly, 

this research also provides the first application of Maptionnaire software and Participatory 

GIS within a Victorian local government policy and planning context and likely to encourage 

future use in social and health planning contexts across Victoria and Australia. The project will 

identify neighbourhood-based liveability strengths and limitations aligned with a broader 

understanding of the social determinants of health combined with participatory GIS methods 

to inform future municipal planning and public infrastructure improvements and the 

liveability, health and wellbeing of all residents. Preliminary project results will be presented 

as well as lessons learned from the Participatory GIS, Smart Cities and local government 

partnership.  
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Intelligent Lines, a Novel PPGIS for Route Mapping 

Denwood, Timna; Huck, Jonathan; Lindley, Sarah, MCGIS, Department of 

Geography, University of Manchester, United Kingdom, 

timna.denwood@postgrad.manchester.ac.uk   

 

This research presents a novel PPGIS interface intended to aid spatial planning by facilitating 

the collaborative design of route networks (e.g. footpaths, cycle routes, roads). Conventional 

line digitisation interfaces, whereby the user clicks to create anchor points that are joined by 

straight edges, are poorly suited to such an application because the level of generalisation in 

the resulting line varies depending upon the number of clicks the user makes along their 

intended path. This means that similar routes can be difficult to compare, and generalised 

straight-line segments along selected routes do not always accurately reflect the intention of 

the user (in some cases even being unfeasible, such as crossing rivers or going over cliffs). 

This research addresses these issues by replacing the above model with one where user-

generated anchor points are joined using least cost paths calculated using a novel 

implementation of the A* algorithm. The use of these paths means that the level of 

generalisation between contributions is normalised, avoiding the above issues around 

comparability and representation. By permitting unlimited anchor points, the user has 

complete control (without greater complication) over the final route whilst the algorithm 

ensures the path is both feasible and spatially accurate. Path bundling will then transform 

individual contributions from multiple participants into conceptual ‘desire lines’, which will in 

turn be used to design the resulting network layout. 

The interface normalises generalisation and accuracy in the resulting paths, taking the onus 

for data quality away from the participant’s individual mapping effort and placing it instead 

on the resolution of the dataset. This enables collective knowledge to be presented in a clear 

and uniform manner to decision makers. The benefits of this will be demonstrated by a case 

study on the isles of Barra and Vatersay in the Outer Hebrides. 
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Mapping social networks of urban farmers: A comparison of four case cities in 

developing versus developed countries in Asia/Australia  

Diehl, Jessica Ann; Sia, Ching; Chandra, Amanda; Kaur, Harpreet , National 

University of Singapore, Singapore akijac@nus.edu.sg 

 

Globalization, climate change and urbanization increasingly have significant and deep impacts 

on local and global food systems.  As growing urban populations demand greater food 

supplies, coupled with a rise in rural to urban migration and the need to create livelihood 

options, there has been an increase in urban agriculture worldwide.  However, without 

understanding the motivations of farmers as they weigh benefits and risks, it is difficult to 

frame the argument for urban agriculture as a sustainable city-system.  Given that urban 

agriculture is directly driven by farmers as a livelihood pursuit, and less directly an effort in 

sustainability or city-level food production, we must first identify farmers’ incentives and 

barriers, as these factors will be primary drivers for behaviour and decision-making.  

Beginning with the assumption that social networks are crucial for gaining access to resources 

beyond the household, directly impacting opportunities, the focus of this research was to map 

farmers’ social networks.  Research aims were: (1) to use the Sustainable Livelihoods 

Framework to conceptualize how social networks provide and prevent access to resources; 

(2) to develop a qualitative instrument to measure household social networks (HSNs); (3) to 

map HSNs employing a deductive-inductive approach; (4) compare/contrast HSNs of urban 

farmers in four case cities across developing and developed countries in Asia/Australia: Delhi, 

Jakarta, Singapore and Sydney.  Findings from this study illustrate fundamental differences in 

the spatial quality of HSNs of urban farmers in high earning versus low earning cities.  By 

modelling how HSNs provide and prevent households with access to resources, we gain a 

more nuanced understanding of drivers for behaviour and decision-making.  The presentation 

concludes with a discussion comparing and contrasting methods for measuring and mapping 

social networks in developing versus developed context.  This research can inform planners, 

designers, and community organizations in their goals for creating more sustainable food 

systems.  
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Understanding Participatory Mapping in a Strategic Planning Practice  

Duman, Oya; Mladenovic, Milos Aalto University Finland, 

oya.duman@aalto.fi  

 

There is an increasing interest in the concept of travel experience due to its critical role in 

promoting sustainable transport modes. However, the complex nature of citizens’ daily travel 

leads to a multidimensional concept of travel experience that is challenging to collect in 

spatial terms using participatory mapping methods, and even more challenging to effectively  

use in planning processes. The aim of this study is to explicate the implementation challenges 

of citizens’ travel experiences collected through an online, map-based survey in an ongoing 

planning process in Lahti, a mid-sized Nordic city in Finland. 

The study focuses on practitioners’ conceptions concerning collection and utilisation of travel 

experience, taking into account the socio-material context of the planning organisation. To 

this end, practitioners were actively involved in all phases of the research process. The study 

primarily employed the analysis of communicative knowledge dynamics in a discussion held 

within a regular planning meeting in Lahti. Additionally, meeting memos from several 

meetings throughout the research process were utilised. Therefore, findings contain lessons 

learnt regarding map-based survey design as well as the use of such surveys.  

Findings suggest that practitioners consider travel experience as a potentially useful planning 

concept for developing planning operations. However, the knowledge of how to use travel 

experience is not yet fully developed and embedded in all organisational processes. Findings 

also suggest that researchers and practitioners -and even practitioners of different 

backgrounds- have different conceptualisations and expectations about how map-based 

surveys should be developed, analysed and utilised. Finally, the findings also imply that digital 

tools used in the planning practice mediate as well as shape the planning practice. As a future 

research direction, the study suggests that further research methods studying the 

communicative dynamics of the planning practice should be developed, in order to explicate 

practitioners’ personal experiences and implicit knowledge. 
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Bird’s eye view into my village – developing participatory geospatial methodology 

for local level land use planning in Southern Highlands of Tanzania 

Eilola, Salla; Käyhkö, Niina; Ferdinands, Andrew; Fagerholm, Nora , University of 

Turku, Department of Geography and Geology, Finland, skeilo@utu.fi 

 

Local knowledge (LK) and values are recognized as important part of sustainable land and 

natural resource planning and management policies of the 21st century. Participatory 

geospatial technologies have significant potential in capturing socioecological knowledge 

from local land users for planning purposes. Evidence is needed on their practical applicability 

in rural land use planning and in general, on their effectiveness in decision-making in formal 

planning processes. In this paper, we introduce participatory mapping and planning 

methodology developed for official village land use planning process (VLUP) in Tanzania and 

assess its influence on spatial data quality, deliberation and spatial understanding and 

learning among the participants. First, we describe the research design to co-develop and 

assess the methodology in practice. 11 literature-based criteria for spatial data quality and 

effective participation are applied in the assessment, which includes analysis of produced 

VLUP maps and observations, interviews and group discussions of participants and facilitators 

of the planning process. We show that the participatory mapping method with high-

resolution satellite image printouts is a powerful tool to capture local spatial knowledge from 

wide range of stakeholders and increase quality and confidence on mapped information. As 

a visual aid the satellite image supports sharing of views and deliberation as well as detailed 

examination of the landscape hence enhancing spatial understanding and learning about the 

village landscape. Apart from generating local spatial data, we show that the participatory 

geospatial method supports decision-making capacity of participants, which is important for 

community empowerment and effectiveness of the method in formal land use planning 

processes.  
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Assessing local acceptance of protected area management using public 

participation GIS (PPGIS) 

Engen, Sigrid; Runge, Claire; Brown, Greg; Fauchald, Per; N ilsen, Lennart; 

Hausner, Vera, sigrid.engen@nina.no 

 

Protected area management can be highly contentious. Information about the acceptability 

of conservation actions can help environmental authorities design policies that are accepted 

locally, and identify potential areas of conflict between land users and conservation 

objectives. In this study, we implemented a spatially-explicit method for eliciting public 

preferences for land use and conservation policy (web-based public participation GIS; PPGIS). 

We invited randomly selected local residents in two mountainous regions in Norway to map 

their preferences for consumptive resource use, motorized use, land development and 

predator-control. We assessed whether local communities favored or opposed these human 

activities in nearby protected areas using mixed-effects logistic regression and controlling for 

landscape characteristics, accessibility and demographics. Local residents strongly favored 

consumptive resource use and predator control regardless of protected area status, and were 

more likely to oppose than favor land development inside protected areas. These preferences 

are largely consistent with the present protected area policy in Norway and Europe that 

promotes traditional consumptive use and the maintenance of cultural landscapes, but 

restricts land development. Our results suggest that use-based framing of conservation is 

more likely to resonate with these communities than narratives tied to the preservation of 

pristine nature and emerging conservation ideas of the rewilding of nature. Mapped 

community preferences can be a valuable tool for policy makers and stakeholders 

representing community interests in participatory processes, and for assessing the local 

acceptance of alternative management actions within protected areas.  
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Stakeholders’ place-based knowledge supporting ecosystem-based maritime 

spatial planning in Kokemäenjoki riverine landscape 

Fagerholm, Nora University of Turku Finland ncfage@utu.fi 

 

Maritime spatial planning practices are currently under development in the European Union 

member states, also in Finland. In this strategic level spatial planning the blue growth 

priorities covering the interests on the sea-land interaction with top-down approaches are 

common. Maritime spatial planning is, however, essentially related to different stakeholders’ 

interests and priorities at operating at the local and regional scale in the planning areas. Their 

place-based knowledge would be essential contribution to drafting spatial plans for future. 

There are, however, several questions to consider in relation to participation in maritime 

spatial planning context including: Who are the stakeholders who should participate? Who 

has interest to participate? What information could be valuable to collect through 

participation? 

We present a case study from Kokemäenjoki river watershed in Finland where we have 

developed an online survey to map residents’ and recreational users’ place-based perceptions 

of ecosystem services in connection with the ecosystem-based maritime spatial plan currently 

drafted for the area. The online map-based survey approach is developed in the phase of 

evaluating the draft plan to receive further input for finalizing the plan. Through such 

approach we create spatially explicit understanding of the contribution of the nature, 

ecosystems and landscapes to human values and activities in the area. In addition, we 

operationalize this participatory assessment to planning to advance transdisciplinary 

communication. The presented work is related to EU Interreg Central Baltic funded project 

SustainBaltic (2016-18).  
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A typology of PPGIS analysis methods for use in research, planning and 

management 

Fagerholm, Nora; Kyttä, Marketta; Stahl Olafsson, Anton; Raymond, 

Christopher; Laatikainen, Tiina E., Hasanzadeh, Kamyar; Brown, Greg  University 

of Turku, Department of Geography and Geology, Finland, ncfage@utu.fi

  

A wider user community increasingly adopts participatory mapping applications and PPGIS 

analysis methods have developed to multiple directions during the past decades. Most 

published papers on PPGIS focus on a small sub-set of analysis methods rather than building 

a more holistic picture of them. Based on expert workshops and search of peer-reviewed 

articles in electronic databases, we summarize the existing analysis methods applied for PPGIS 

data and present a typology of methods categorized in three stage: explore, explain, 

predict/extrapolate. Different analysis methods are highlighted with empirical examples. The 

focus of this paper is mainly limited to online PPGIS mapping and particularly to web-based 

mapping surveys increasingly applied in data collection. We aim to provide guidance both for 

researchers and practitioners in different fields and target the paper both for new users of 

PPGIS approaches but also for the community of experienced users. We provide a solid 

platform for understanding existing methods and discuss the potential future development 

directions in PPGIS analysis.  
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Geospatial technologies and the Anishinaabe worldview: How can we represent 

emotions? 

Fleming, Holly; Oliviera, Frederico; Dowsley, Martha; Hamilton, Scott , Lakehead 

University Canada, hfleming@lakeheadu.ca 

 

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples identifies a duty to 

protect traditional knowledge. Such protections ensure preservation and sustainable 

management of the environment. Land-use mapping plays a vital role in preserving 

Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) for future generations of First Nation peoples. 

However, accurate landuse mapping depends on innovative technology to represent the 

Anishinaabe worldview. Thus, this research seeks to develop a better understanding of 

Indigenous land-use in the Lac Seul region of Northwestern Ontario, Canada through 

participatory mapping combined with geospatial methodologies including UAS, Geographic 

Information Systems and 3D modelling in order to: (1) comprehend sentiments surrounding 

the abandoned community of Canoe River through interview transcriptions; (2) develop a 

dynamic land-use and occupancy map based upon emotional constructs of Canoe River; (3) 

reconstruct the pre-flood ecological data on the landscape as well as the strategic location of 

this site; and (4) provide Lac Seul First Nation with an interactive map biography. 
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Mapping of coral reef vulnerability: A tool to support ecosystem-based 

management in a tourism-impacted Caribbean island  

Gomez-Andujar, Nicolas; Hernandez-Delgado, Edvin; Montañez-Acuña, Alfredo, 

University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras Campus, Department of Environmental 

Science Puerto Rico nicolas.x.gomez@gmail.com 

Caribbean coral reefs provide essential ecosystem services to society and have been 

exhibiting major declining trends in the past decades. The integration of coastal user’s 

ecological perceptions in coral reef health studies is poorly understood. However, public 

participatory geographic information systems (PGIS) provides a useful tool to assist and 

inform conservation decision-making processes.  In this study, the benthic community 

structure of eight shallow coral reefs was characterized in Flamenco Bay of Culebra Island, 

Puerto Rico, a touristic beach facing increasing anthropogenic pressures. It was hypothesized 

that the healthier reefs would be located farthest from coastal stressors, and that perceived 

coral health by users would spatially match health indicators.  Random photo-transects (n=40) 

were used to address spatial variation patterns in ecological parameters. Ecological 

perceptions, behaviors and management attitudes of aquatic recreationists were 

characterized using Maptionnaire software (n=204).  Statistically significant differences were 

documented with increasing distance from the shoreline, among reef localities (p<0.0001), 

reef rugosity (p=0.0008), and as a function of recreational use intensity (p<0.0001). Nearshore 

reefs are reflecting higher percent macroalgal and cyanobacterial cover, likely due to 

recreational activities and unsustainable land-use practices; these nearshore reefs are also 

perceived to be the most degraded by recreational users. However, nearshore reefs still 

support a high coral species richness and diversity. To mitigate the observed ecological 

damage, sea-urchin and depleted coral population restoration, plus rehabilitation of the 

wave-attenuating role of reefs should be implemented via an integrated coastal conservation 

program. The need to designate a no-take marine protected area, in combination with 

strengthened governance, was validated by the reef users. Next research steps should utilize 

user’s responses to identify socio-ecological phase-shifts. The integration of stakeholder’s 

opinions and behaviors will provide a more robust, interdisciplinary approach to coastal 

planning and retain ecosystem resiliency in the face of increasing climatic stressors.
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‘Rage against the machine’? The opportunities and risks concerning the 

automation of urban green infrastructure 

Gulsrud, Natalie;  Raymond, Christopher; Rutt, Rebecca; Stahl Olafsson, Anton; 

Plieninger, Tobias; Sandberg, Mattias; Beery, Thomas; Jönsson, Ingemar, 

University of Copenhagen Denmark nagu@ign.ku.dk 

 

Contemporary society is increasingly impacted by automation; however, few studies have 

considered the potential consequences of automation on ecosystems and their management 

(hereafter the automation of urban green infrastructure or UGI). This Perspective Essay takes 

up this discussion by asking how a digital approach to UGI planning and management 

mediates the configuration and development of UGI and to whose benefit? This is done 

through a review of key issues and trends in digital approaches to UGI planning and 

management. We first conceptualize automation from a social, ecological, and technological 

interactions perspective and use this lens to present an overview of the risks and 

opportunities of UGI automation with respect to selected case studies. Results of this analysis 

are used to develop a conceptual framework for the assessment of the material and 

governance implications of automated UGIs. We find that, within any given perspective, the 

automation of UGI entails a complex dialectic between efficiency, human agency and 

empowerment. Further, risks and opportunities associated with UGI automation are not fixed 

but are dynamic properties of changing contextual tensions concerning power, actors, rules 

of the game and discourse at multiple scales. We conclude the paper by outlining a research 

agenda on how to consider different digital advances within a social-ecological-technological 

approach.  
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Use of PPGIS data for activity space and mobility mapping 

Hasanzadeh, Kamyar Aalto University Finland, 

kamyar.hasanzadeh@aalto.fi  

 

Activity space refers to a collection of areas within which people move or travel in the course 

of their daily activities. Activity spaces have been modeled in many ways and have been 

employed in a wide range of disciplines, including transportation and environmental health 

promotion research, to measure the mobility and activity behavior of individuals. 

Additionally, more recently activity spaces have been used as individualized spatial units of 

analysis for assessing different kinds of person-environment relationships. Most of these 

efforts to this point have relied on GPS and mobile phone tracking data. Although these 

methods typically provide large and high quality spatial data, their costly collection has been 

a problem for researchers. Additionally, in such datasets, the link between environments and 

individuals’ experiences are not so distinctly captured. Motivated by these limitations and the 

rising popularity of PPGIS in urban studies, this research explores how these datasets can be 

used to model and study activity spaces. Following an introduction of some of these novel 

methods, this presentation will continue by discussing the pros and cons of using these 

datasets and methods for activity space and mobility modeling.   
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Public Participation in Waterways: An Approach Toward Place-Based Biodiversity 

Conservation 

Hauer, Erin University of Copenhagen Denmark jct187@alumni.ku.dk 

 

Inspired by the concept of hydrocitizenship, this master’s thesis research project 

encompasses negotiating biodiversity conservation goals of urban river governance with 

place-based biodiversity values. The applied theoretical framework is biocultural diversity, to 

suggest the notion that landscape architecture plays an influential role in shaping the 

ecological character and thus social-ecological experiences and potential stewardship of 

urban waterways. The method involves participatory action research around Harrestrup å, a 

suburban stream in Copenhagen, Denmark, where a climate adaptation masterplan has been 

proposed. The masterplan includes measures for ecological restoration, flood regulation, and 

improved public access and recreation. Situated in between the design and implementation 

of the masterplan, the scope of the Maptionnaire survey, or map-based questionnaire, is to 

unearth synergies between local social-ecological knowledge and the transformation of the 

waterway. Questions will help link the proposed ecological design features with local 

perceptions toward the associated biodiversity and engagement in their production and 

management. With the aim to enhance people-biodiversity intentions within the field of 

landscape architecture, these findings will be reflected as a general project based timeline for 

practitioners to actively invite opportunities for public participation that can lead to 

continued stewardship.  
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Participatory mapping on indigenous land for conservation and land use planning  

Hausner, Vera; UiT-the Arctic University of Norway,  vera.hausner@uit.no

  

Indigenous lands cover about one quarter of the Earth’s land surface and is among the least 

developed on the planet. Many of these areas are under pressures from competing land uses, 

and understanding the priorities and needs of the indigenous people living on and off these 

lands, is therefore crucial for effective conservation and climate change mitigation. Here, we 

examine the various participatory mapping methodologies that have been used for eliciting 

indigenous perspectives of relevance to conservation and land-use planning. Participatory 

mapping involves local people in the development of GIS data and spatial decision-making, 

and has been undertaken for a variety of purposes, including i) delineating tenures and 

resource rights, ii) spatially representing indigenous ecological knowledge, and iii) identifying 

the spatial priorities, values and/or the meaning that indigenous people ascribe to 

landscapes. We reviewed the processes, practices and technologies used for participatory 

mapping, and evaluated the potential of these different approaches for creating salient, 

credible, and legitimate information for use in conservation decision making or land use 

planning. Participatory mapping could identify the unique connection indigenous people have 

to the lands and provide data layers for representing socio-ecological systems. However, 

participatory mapping with indigenous people also poses some ethical considerations that 

researchers and practictions need to be aware of. We illustrate some of the potentials and 

challenges encountered by mapping indigenous land with cases from the Sàmi reindeer 

herding communities in Scandinavia. We conclude by presenting recommendations for 

participatory mapping on indigenous land for conservation and land use planning. 
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Do you know this place? Identifying citizens’ place values for improved spatial 

and infrastructure planning 

Hilbers, Anne Marel  University of Groningen, The Netherlands, 

a.m.hilbers@rug.nl 

 

Spatial and infrastructure plans often meet public resistance, and delays in are common and 

the planning process takes very long through that. Resistance to (any) change may be an 

important reason for opposition and another reason for conflict may be the lack of local 

knowledge of place values by the often distant project owners. The aim of this paper is to 

explore how citizens’ value mapping techniques can help better spatial and infrastructure 

planning. To do so, we use a novel online Public Participation Geographic Information System 

(PPGIS) mapping tool called the Place Value Identifier, and asked 1235 Dutch citizens to 

indicate which places they value in their living environment and why. They identified 3705 

places they valued. Identification of places could be indicated by points, areas or routes. 

Participants furthermore specified whether these places need to be either maintained, 

strengthened, connected or improved, which may directly inform project owners of the 

willingness for potential changes to an area. Finally, respondents scored these places relative 

to each other by distributing a limited amount of points over them, which informs project 

owners about the eventual trade-offs citizens would be willing to made is one of their places 

had to be affected. The findings of this study add to our knowledge of value mapping 

techniques and may assist policy-makers in developing and selecting plan alternatives that 

invoke little public resistance, since the knowledge of the values can be incorporated in the 

design of the plans.  
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Mapping of social-environmental meanings for inclusive water resource 

management – experience from the Taita Hills, Kenya  

Hohenthal, Johanna University of Helsinki Finland, 

johanna.hohenthal@helsinki.fi  

Participatory methods, such as participatory mapping, have become important part of natural 

resource management processes because they provide deeper understanding of the complex 

social-environmental phenomena and have the potential to empower local people by 

involving their knowledges in decision-making. Participatory processes have also been widely 

criticized for power imbalances and failures to serve the needs of the local participants.  

In this presentation, I provide reflections on the empowering potential of the participatory 

mapping process based on a research experience in the Taita Hills, Kenya. The study shows 

that participatory mapping of water resources and related problems, when combined with 

various qualitative methods, has the potential to elicit the multiple faces of local ecological 

knowledge including issues related to eco-cultural identities and worldviews. Combining 

historical perspective to the mapping process is also crucial for increasing the understanding 

of political ecology of water beyond narratives that blame local subsistence farmers for water 

problems. The qualitative research outcome also complicates the image provided by the 

quantitative scientific studies and mappings and reveals issues of environmental and spatial 

injustice. However, it would be important to divert the focus of mapping away from the end 

map product and towards the map production as a societal learning process aiming at societal 

transformation that follows the interests of the local community.  

Finally, I argue that, while participatory mapping has difficulties in detaching from its western 

rationality, it may still serve as a knowledge co-production tool that increases understanding 

of the diversity of values and onto-epistemological perspectives, thus potentially contributing 

to the transition towards both decolonizing research methodologies and resource 

management strategies. However, currently, bureaucracy and coloniality of power that 

operate within the neoliberal resource governance system limit the empowering potential of 

the participatory processes and their adoption in environmental management. 
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A foodscape geonarrative in an unplanned settlement in Bangalore, India: spatial 

visualization of in/formal spaces and habits  

Jessica Diehl National University of Singapore Singapore, 

akijac@nus.edu.sg 

Urban food security is threatened by growing urban populations’ increasing demand for food 

supplies coupled with shrinking rural agricultural due to land development, rural out-

migration, and changing climate conditions.  There are many dimensions to food security 

ranging from environmental (access) and social (affordability) to political (formal versus 

informal) and cultural (availability).  To more fully understand food security, we need to 

simultaneously assess formal and informal spaces used to meeting daily food demands. 

This paper is based on a master’s level landscape architecture community design studio in 

Bangalore, India.  Bangalore is increasingly food insecure; despite the history as a “Garden 

City,” few crops are grown within the urban boundary—most are grown in the surrounding 

hinterlands of Karnataka or imported from long distances.  Hebbal represents an unplanned 

formal settlement in north Bangalore with a culturally diverse and vibrant population exposed 

to environmental degradation and limited formal food supply.  Surveys were conducted with 

residents (n=60) in February 2018 using convenience and snowball sampling methods to 

understand food shopping habits and engagement.  Satellite imagery and on-site 

observations were used to map locations of kitchen gardens, small farms, and edible 

container gardens.  Locations of food outlets (restaurants, cafes, markets) as well as roaming 

food carts were also mapped.  Findings were compared to the macroscale context (food 

markets, farmland, transportation). 

Through a geonarrative, this project identified assets and gaps in the local foodscape. By 

mapping multiple dimensions of food security, overlapping formal and informal spaces and 

practices, we found that the informal practices (roaming food carts and kitchen gardens) filled 

a gap in food availability and affordability.  However, residents expressed the desire for formal 

public spaces dedicated for community gardens.  Overlaying formal and informal spatial 

practice provided a more complex and nuanced understanding of the current state of food 

security in Hebbal.  
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Towards communication-oriented and process-sensitive planning support 

Kahila, Maarit; Staffans, Aija, Maptionnaire, Finland, maarit@maptionnaire.com 

 

Participation and collaboration have not been focal in developing planning support systems 

(PSS) for urban development. Our aim is to study the distinction between these two key 

concepts to highlight the difference of working with the wide public or with a small group of 

people. Information and communication technology (ICT) has brought versatile new tools to 

participation in urban planning and increased the amount and diversity of the gathered data. 

Enabled by ICT, participation has become broad, but it is mostly based on one-way 

communication. Additionally, the usability of the gathered data is weak because of 

organisational silos and the disjointedness of processes. Beside the broad participation, more 

collaboration is needed to converge the diverse knowledge of planning. This means more two-

way communication and more working together in analysing and designing our living 

environment. The idea is to present a model for process sensitive planning support to serve 

the flow of various communicative activities along the planning process. The model 

recognises the knowledge needs of divergence and convergence in the different phases of 

planning and emphasises the differences of working with the broad public or small groups. 

Depending on the communicative needs, the model integrates digital tools and face-to-face 

working.  
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PPGIS approach for mapping restorative benefits of green exercise  

Kajosaari, Anna; Pasanen, Tytti  Aalto University, Finland, 

anna.kajosaari@aalto.fi  

  

Exposure to green space has been linked to several beneficial impacts on human health. 

Additionally, increasing research efforts have been directed to study the possible synergies 

between physical, mental, and social health benefits. Studies focusing on green exercise 

suggest that physical activity  undertaken in green environments provide more restorative 

benefits than physical activity in indoor or other outdoor settings. However, most evidence 

on the benefits of green exercise comes from experimental study designs controlling for the 

participants’ contact with green space. This study uses public participation GIS (PPGIS) to 

explore the perceived restorativeness of diverse outdoor physical activity environments 

visited in the respondents’ everyday life. The data were collected in August 2018 in the 

Helsinki Metropolitan Area with a survey directed to adults aged 18 to 65 (N=1,531). The 

participants were instructed to locate all outdoor destinations that they frequently visit for 

leisure-time physical activity. Each mapping was followed by an assessment of the perceived 

restorativeness of the activity location, measured as relaxation, stress reduction and nature 

enjoyment. Associations between physical activity undertaken in diverse outdoor settings and 

the restorative outcomes were assessed with statistical and GIS analyses. Significant 

differences were observed in the use and perceived restorativeness of different physical 

activity environments. Nature enjoyment shared a positive association with physical activity 

in natural green environments of all sizes, while relaxation and stress reduction were 

associated particularly with physical activity undertaken in blue spaces and in large natural 

forest areas. These preliminary results support a synergetic conception of urban health that 

acknowledges the diversity of health benefits provided by public open spaces, natural green 

spaces in particular.   
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Identifying factors that promote outdoor recreation and exercise in green 

environments – A case study in Helsinki, Finland  

Kangas, Katja; Neuvonen, Marja; Ojala, Ann; Tyrväinen, Liisa  Natural 

Resources Institute Finland Finland katja.kangas@luke.fi  

 

Physical activity has beneficial effects across several physical and mental health outcomes, 

and can thus reduce public health costs.  Exercise in green environments has been proposed 

to have additional health benefits compares to indoor exercise. From a residents’ perspective, 

a relevant issue is accessibility of nature, but also the quality of green areas including the 

opportunities for activities and nature experiences in everyday living environments. In this 

study, we were interested in factors that promote the outdoor recreation and exercise in 

green environments, as well as possible hindrances that limit their use in Helsinki, Finland. 

Data was collected with PPGIS survey, were residents could mark on the map places they 

prefer to use for outdoor recreation and exercise in nature, and places that respondents 

would like to use more, but the place should be developed further.  

In total 1106 respondents participated in the survey.  Altogether, they made 2902 markings 

indicating important places for outdoor recreation and exercise in green areas, and 800 

markings indicating sites where the better planning or management would make an 

improvement in area use.  The places indicating recreational use and exercise were most 

commonly characterized as having beautiful scenery, allowed nature experiences, had good 

accessibility, and good recreation and sport facilities. The hindrances that limited the use of 

green environments were related to degradation of nature (e.g. forest logging or 

construction), unsafe environment, pollution, and poor accessibility. Most of the respondents 

considered important or very important that there were green environments for outdoor 

recreation and exercise in their neighborhood. Based on our results, outdoor recreation and 

exercise could be promoted by improving the accessibility and by developing the facilities and 

services in green environments. 
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The role of place‐based local knowledge in supporting integrated coastal and 

marine spatial planning in Zanzibar, Tanzania 

Käyhkö, Niina University of Turku Finland nivuore@utu.fi 

 

We studied how local residents’ and planning experts’ uses of participatory mapping 

supported the establishment of place‐based knowledge regarding coastal activities and 

values, opportunities and threats associated with those activities for the rapidly transforming 

coasts of Zanzibar Island in East Africa. We engaged nearly 30 spatial planners as well as over 

200 local community members in participatory mapping as part of the Zanzibar government’s 

2017 integrated coastal and marine planning process. The local residents mapped over 400 

sites that hosted 18 economically, socially, culturally and ecologically important activities; 

many of the sites in the marine areas are important to all the villages on the island. Although 

the planners recognised tourism’s dual role as an enabler of and a challenge to sustainable 

development, local residents found that large‐scale tourism infrastructure creates barriers 

more often than opportunities. Coastal spaces provide rich human benefits, and the locals’ 

place‐based knowledge supports the identification of demands, drivers and pressures 

associated with the complex coastal socioecological system. Specifically, there is high 

pressure on native coral rag vegetation, seagrass meadows and coral reefs. One of the major 

advantages of participatory mapping is that it translates local knowledge into map form, 

which enables planners to combine such data with existing spatial information. A lack of 

spatial data regarding the sociocultural value of marine and coastal environments hinders 

integrated coastal zone planning and management. In data‐poor areas, novel methods are 

needed for gathering information regarding the value of coastal activities; this study’s results 

demonstrate that the participation of both local residents and planning experts may facilitate 

that goal.  
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Cultural ecosystem values of the Kimberley coastline: An empirical analysis with 

implications for coastal and marine policy 

Kobryn, Halina; Brown, Greg; Munro, Jennifer; Moore, Susan  Murdoch 

University Australia H.Kobryn@murdoch.edu.au 

 

Cultural ecosystem services are receiving increasing attention in land use planning. They are 

still, however, poorly known and expressed, resulting in planning without this essential 

knowledge, which contributes to conflict over future land uses. This is even more of an issue 

for marine planning, where recent progress in marine spatial planning is demanding better 

information regarding a full suite of social values. Values underpin requirements for 

ecosystem services our work reports on an online Public Participation GIS study of the remote 

Kimberley coastline in northwestern Australia. The study collected spatially explicit 

information on cultural ecosystem values. The coastal zone – 20 km landwards and seawards 

– was found to be highly valued, suggesting special attention to coastal policies and future 

development in this narrow zone. These values were in turn disproportionally located 0-2 km 

onshore. The number of value markers placed was related to common planning elements 

such as tenure, access (i.e. density of roads and four-wheel drive tracks), population density 

and geomorphology. Methodologically, Public Participation GIS can describe the location and 

extent of values, while enabling the relationships between values and other planning 

features, such as tenure, to be explicitly explored. Inclusion of such information in marine 

spatial planning and policy formulation can contribute to more thoughtful, inclusive decisions 

regarding the future of coastal zones. Such an approach is particularly useful for long, remote 

coastlines with widely dispersed stakeholder interests where other methods such as 

interviews and workshops are not feasible.  
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Children as urbanites: mapping the affordances and behavior settings of urban 

environments for Finnish and Japanese children 

Kyttä, Marketta, Oliver, M. Ikeda, E. Ahmadi, E. Omiya, I. & Laatikainen, T. Aalto 

University, Finland, marketta.kytta@aalto.fi  

 

Increasingly, children are residing in urban environments, yet little is known about the urban 

affordances for children. Public participation GIS approach was employed to map the urban 

experiences of over 1300 children residing in Helsinki (Finland) and in Tokyo (Japan) in terms 

of meaningful places (affordances), travel mode and accompaniment to these places. Shared 

affordances were considered behavior settings, and audited on-site by trained experts for 

their main function, land use, openness, and communality. Significant differences were found 

between countries for all affordance categories. Although differences in behavior settings 

were observed between countries, a number of patterns emerged: outdoor settings and 

those with shared communality were the most prevalent behavior settings, traffic settings 

were predominantly evaluated negatively and commercial and indoor settings most 

positively. Findings suggest that although the context is important, independent mobility and 

the possibility to actualize environmental affordances seem to be fundamental in both 

contexts as the key criteria for environmental child-friendliness. 
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Potentials of Participatory Mapping in Environmental Health Promotion Research 

Laatikainen, Tiina E., Aalto University, Finland, Tiina.laatikainen@aalto.fi

  

 

The human population is confronting significant health challenges during the 21st century, 

including increases in physical inactivity, unhealthy diets, obesity, and other non-

communicable diseases. It is estimated that physical inactivity alone causes as much as 10% 

of the major non-communicable diseases, such as cardiovascular diseases, cancers, and 

diabetes, worldwide. In addition to various health challenges, physical inactivity is responsible 

for substantial economic burdens around the world. Understanding what kinds of 

environments can support physical activity can help researchers and planning practitioners 

find ways to facilitate and motivate people to move outdoors and in planning healthy 

communities. Ecological models have become a distinctive feature and widely applied in the 

field of health promotion during the past few decades. According to the ecological models, 

multiple levels of factors influence human health behavior, often including the physical, 

sociocultural, and policy environments as well as individuals’ personal psychological and 

sociodemographic backgrounds. However, previous studies adopting the principles of 

ecological models have had some considerable methodological challenges developing and 

collecting measures of influence at multiple levels and  in capturing the context where the 

health behaviour actually takes place. This study aims to address the gap in previous health 

promotion studies, which have had considerable methodological challenges developing and 

collecting measures of influences at multiple levels and capturing the complex interactions of 

individual and physical environmental characteristics in certain spatial settings. This study 

oresents the possibilities and challenges of PPGIS methods in health promotion research and 

in applying ecological models.  
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Participatory Mapping by PPGIS as way to transform local planning and 

participation? An example in local infrastructure planning 

Laborgne, Pia; Heyder, Monika; Skok, Joanna; McGill, Brendan, EIFER ,Germany, 

pia.laborgne@eifer.uni-karlsruhe.de 

  

In many places, urban planning practice has been in a constant state of evolution, one of the 

most significant being the turn from planning as a technocratic process, towards a more 

citizen-responsive practice. In this so-called “communicative planning paradigm”, a planner, 

increasingly, has a new and additional responsibility to actively search for and empower the 

community. In the context of digitalization processes, digital tools and platforms for public 

participation are being tested and introduced to local governance processes.  

As municipal-level plans or decisions are inherently spatial (most often dealing with the 

question of ‘where’), and considering the rapid and ubiquitous dissemination of GIS 

(geographic information systems) software among planning departments, participatory GIS 

methods are a primary channel of innovation through which data and ICT can improve public 

participation. They show considerable potential in improving access to local knowledge, and 

of the number and variety of citizens who can take part in the urban decision making process.  

The paper will reflect on potentials and limitations of PPGIS (public participatory GIS), for 

transforming and benefiting local planning processes. It will build on a use case of PPGIS 

focusing on integrative and integrated (electric) bike infrastructure planning. This local pilot 

in Karlsruhe/Germany is part of the INTERREG project URBANINNO (EU-funded 2016-2019, 

coordinated by the City of Rijeka) addressing the challenge of a better linkage of actors 

(citizens, policy and administration, science, local economy) within urban innovation 

ecosystems.  

The pilot in Karlsruhe served as use case for testing public participation GIS for participative 

urban infrastructure planning. Central questions of the presentation concern on the one hand 

user-friendliness, attractiveness and inclusiveness of the tools and approaches of PPGIS, on 

the other hand, potential usability of the results for policy, planning and research. 
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Linking Human Wellbeing and Peri-Urban Green Spaces: Applying the SoftGIS 

Tool for Analysing Behavioural Transaction in Vantaa, Finland 

leBrasseur, Richard Dalhousie University Canada r.leBrasseur@dal.ca

  

This presentation summarises public participatory SoftGIS research conducted within peri-

urban communities of Vantaa, Finland focussed on human wellbeing benefits afforded 

through green space interaction. 

The objective of this presentation is to provide a review of the methodology and results 

analysis in the development and application of a transactional model designed to represent 

human wellbeing (HWB) within the interaction of Vantaa’s peri-urban green spaces (PUGS). 

Finland’s urbanising landscapes and its associated green spaces and green structures (GS) - 

under constant pressures and possessing unique characteristics which are neither urban nor 

natural - require a new and revised set of indicators to better measure human wellbeing or 

welfare, both directly and indirectly.  By understanding the context of the PUGS within these 

transitional landscapes, Finland’s peri-urban regions can better analyse and manage policy, 

spatial planning and design strategies to provide benefits to both humans and nature through 

an inclusive concept of ecosystem services.   

This presentation provides an overview of how to successfully approach the use of SoftGIS as 

a tool to operationalise the human-nature interaction. This relationship is theorised, analysed 

and measured through a modified affordance model and is operationalised through the use 

of SoftGIS which activates the PUGS - HWB transactional relationship through its data 

collection as applied through the lens of behavioural interaction. The study’s public 

participation geographic information system (PPGIS) survey used a series of questions 

designed to correlate specific, geo-coded GS locations to HWB affordances received from GS 

interaction in order to assess both specific PUGS characteristics as well as their HWB 

measures. The results illustrate what types of people use what types of green spaces and 

green structures in Vantaa’s peri-urban landscape for what types of human wellbeing 

benefits, specifically psychological, physical and social aspects. 
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Public Participatory GIS assessment of sustainable development in tropical Island 

Ecosystems: Tioman Island, Malaysia case study 

Lechner, Alex; Raymond, Christopher; Verbrugge, Laura; Ch elliah, Alvin;  Razali, 

Norhasnieza; Yaman, Shahir; Ang, Michelle  Landscape Ecology and 

Conservation Lab, School of Environmental and Geographical Sciences, 

University of Nottingham Malaysia  Malaysia alex.lechner@nottingham.edu.my

  

Rapid tourist development in Malaysia has contributed to environmental pollution and 

degradation of marine and terrestrial tropical island ecosystems. Integrated landscape 

management strategies informed by local community needs and expectations are essential 

to the management of such challenges. The objective of this study was to identify, map and 

compare residents' landscape values, development preferences and perceived management 

problems in order to provide place-specific recommendations for conservation and tourism 

planning on Tioman Island, Malaysia.  We surveyed 317 individuals out of an estimated total 

population of 3300 using public participation GIS (PPGIS). The results showed preferences for 

development hotspots (i.e. preference for resort development) along the coastline at nearly 

all existing beachside settlements. Most of the landscape value and development preference 

points were mapped along the coastline, a key exception being Mount Kajang, which was 

identified as a hotspot for conservation values and as areas which should be off limits to 

development. Hotspots for tourism development are located in the south of the island, which 

is concerning for nature conservation given the area is currently relatively undeveloped. We 

also compared the spatial distributions of landscape values and development preferences to 

identify areas of compatibility or conflict. We found areas of conflict around many of the 

coastal villages which have high conservation values associated with their beaches and coral 

reefs but were also preferenced for tourist development. In addition, in the larger settlements 

perceived problems (e.g. pollution) were identified by participants, indicating that these 

developments are already impacting the natural environments. Our results suggest that 

sustainable development on Tioman island is likely to be a balancing act between supporting 

tourism development and the conservation and protection of natural resources of high 

aesthetic and conservation value which attract tourists to the island in the first place. 
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The use of Community Mapping methodology among community-dwelling elders 

in Hong Kong  

Lee,Janet; Ho, Tin Hung, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, 

janet_lee@hku.hk 

 

Aims and objectives: This presentation describes the experience and process of using 

Community Mapping as elicitation for qualitative interviews with community-dwelling elders.  

Background: Community-Mapping or Qualitative GIS is a research methodology that allows 

participants of the research being co-researcher of the project and enable them to 

incorporate their qualitative data into GIS application. To date, this methodology has been 

more widely used in adolescent and children population groups but rarely on the elderly 

population.  

Methods:  Four 1:5000 topographic colour maps combining to be one big map (Size:150 cm x 

120 cm) with 3D photo image on representative architectural buildings placed on map were 

used along with interview to explore community-dwelling elders’ active locations, their 

awareness of the locations of elderly-friendly exercise equipment available in the 

neighbourhood. The interview first started with mapping activities then followed by in-depth 

qualitative interview. The whole process was video recorded.  

Results and Discussion: A total of 15 community-dwelling elders with age 62-88 years old 

(mean = 73±7.9) participated in the study. While some of them reported that their visions 

were not good enough when they were asked to complete the mapping task, observations 

from video showed that most of the participants (73.3%) could successfully completed the 

mapping activity and referred locations to researcher with assistance from researcher. Only 

4 out of 15 participants (26.7%) referred locations to researcher without using the map.  

Conclusion: This study showed that Community-mapping methodology could be applied to 

community-dwelling elders, only small portion of them might not get use to refer locations 

with map. For elders who are not used to use map, other spatial methods like photo-voice or 

walk-along interviews might be more appropriate research methodology."  
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Participatory mapping in support of ecosystem based Maritime Spatial Planning 

processes 

Lees, Liisi; Aps, Robert; Herkül, Kristjan; Kotta, Jonne; Cormier, Roland; 

Fetissov, Mihhail; Kostamo, Kirsi; Laamanen, Leena; Lappalainen, Juho; 

Peterson, Anneliis; Varjopuro, Riku University of Tartu, Estonian 

Marine Institute Estonia robert.aps@ut.ee 

 

EU Roadmap for Maritime Spatial Planning considers Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) as a 

tool for improved decision-making that provides a framework for arbitrating between 

competing human activities and managing their impact on the marine environment with 

objective to balance sectoral interests and to achieve sustainable use of marine resources. 

The application of an ecosystem-based approach is promoting the sustainable development 

and growth of the maritime and coastal economies. The INTERREG Central Baltic Plan4Blue 

study in progress is developing the distributed GIS technology based advanced participatory 

mapping and mutual learning platform in support of MSP related collaborative participatory 

negotiations. The Plan4Blue Participatory GIS (Plan4Blue PGIS) under development is based 

on participatory and mutual learning approach to MSP including the spatial information and 

communications management. The aim of the Plan4Blue PGIS application is to enable the 

planners and stakeholders to apply the participatory argumentation maps in support of 

geographically referenced discussions and provide for explicit links between arguments and 

the geographic objects they refer to. With aim to widen the scope and to move from 

discussion support to decision support, the Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) based pair-wise 

comparison voting methodology is used to enable the planners and stakeholders to express 

their preferences about maritime space allocation without having to contribute messages. 

The pair-wise comparison voting methodology allows the planners and stakeholders to see 

which arguments are important to the participant group and which messages or topics are 

likely supported and accepted. The analysis of participatory mapping related argumentation 

processes is a way to discover, use, and archive the rationale in decision-making problems.
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Albiziapp : a prototype to gamify tree inventories. 

Leroy, Olivier; Gicquel, Pierre-Yves; Joliveau, Thierry CNRS UMR 

Environnement Ville Société, Université de Lyon, Université de  Saint-Etienne, 

France leroy.oli@gmail.com 

 

Participatory inventories in Natural Science have two issues: high volunteer turn-over and a 

homogenous sociological profile among participants. Does the addition of game mechanics 

make it possible to diversify participants? Does adding a playful dimension help to build 

loyalty among inventory users? 

To answer these questions, the multidisciplinary research team gathered in the ReVeRIES 

project (http://reveries-project.fr/), aims to develop a prototype to experiment with a 

gamified tree inventory. The collaborative inventory, hosted and accessed through 

smartphones, raises a large number of scientific, methodological and technical questions. 

They include the nature of the gamification mechanisms, commitment of the players and the 

type of experience users and researchers want to create. The integration of game mechanics 

into the logic of an inventory is also problematic. Representativity and bias estimation are 

allowed in a traditional inventory through protocols, which are disrupted by the playful 

dimension of the game itself. 

Inventorying trees can respond to different objectives. They can be scientific, naturalistic 

(vegetation, ecology description and measurement, etc.), related to management or planning 

(urban trees, urban heat islands), cultural heritage (remarkable trees), or even purely 

cartographic descriptions. Given its growing importance, including in other inventories, we 

decided to use Open Street Map (OSM) and its ODbl license to ensure free access to the data 

produced. With an OSM account, each player can be a simple participant and later get more 

involved in the movement. We focused on isolated trees, both to meet OSM standards and 

to map an ubiquitous object present in both urban and rural areas. Trees are still poorly 

mapped by institutions but are experiencing renewed interest in agroforestry, strategic 

cooling areas (îlots de fraîcheur), and biodiversity studies. Our game integrates different 

activities involving locating and identifying trees (genus, species, other parameters) with local 

knowledge objectives and an introduction to botany. 
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Reform the community with mapping :3 case studies in Guangzhou 

Li, Zirou; Peng, Wanyan; Li, Xiaoxue South China Agricultural 

University China ziruolee@foxmail.com 

 

With the urbanization, migration becomes normal. The relationship between people and 

places changed a lot in China. Mapping is not only a method for professional research to learn 

and study the place and life but also one new angle for local people and migrants to rethink 

about the community. The immigrant population in Guangzhou is one of the largest in China. 

This paper took 3 cases in Guangzhou to analyze the method and process of using mapping in 

community integration. Cases have different immigration and built environment situation. 

Mapping workshops are used to reconsider the place value and build up the relationship of 

people. Misunderstanding, discrimination and traditional life values are the main problems 

for immigrants to integrate into the community. Learning, sharing, negotiation, cooperation 

on the map and with mapping are the most important process for people to get together as 

one united community. Different forms of maps could use in a different process. A community 

resource, network, common focus are important issues for mapping, which would help 

people to rethink and reform the image of the community.  
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Significance of participatory mapping in land use planning of indigenous cultural 

communities: The case of Tadian, Mountain Province, Philippines 

Macagba, Sharon Feliza Ann P.; Pua, Elvin Christian  University of the 

Philippines Los Banos Philippines spmacagba@up.edu.ph 

 

This study aims to highlight the significance of participatory mapping in land use planning of 

Tadian, Mountain Province in the Cordillera Region in the Philippines. Tadian is home to one 

of the indigenous cultural communities in the country. The management of Tadian, as in all 

other indigenous cultural communities in the Philippines, are stipulated under the Indigenous 

People’s Rights Act of the Philippines (RA 8371) which asserts that the indigenous cultural 

communities should be given rights to their ancestral lands and domains, together with how 

these domains should be protected, developed, and managed, gearing towards self-

governance and people empowerment. While the expression of RA 8371 is the formulation 

of the Ancestral Domain Sustainable Development and Protection Plan (ADSDPP), an 

important planning guide for the indigenous communities like Tadian, it is also necessary that 

each indigenous cultural community, as one municipality, formulates its comprehensive land 

use plan as a requirement under the Local Government Code of the Philippines (RA 7160). 

The comprehensive land use plan serves as a policy guideline for physical development of 

each municipality in the country. 

While the guideline for the planning process of the comprehensive land use plan should be 

participatory, indigenous cultural communities like Tadian need to translate their knowledge 

and perception of their domains through participatory mapping as input for the formulation 

of their land use plan. This is necessary for the integration of indigenous cultural communities 

to the overall physical framework plans of the country.  
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Participatory mapping: Co-generating qualitative and quantitative mapping data 

to guide community economic decision making  

Marlene Rebori University of Nevada Cooperative Extension  United 

States reborim@unce.unr.edu 

 

The discipline of community development has evolved over the last century from an activist 

agenda and doing for others; to a profession principled on the foundation of building 

community capacity that facilitates and empowers communities to make informed decisions 

in guiding their own future.  Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD) is a strength-based 

approach to community development whereby the strengths and assets of a community are 

the focus for leading change, rather than a concentration on the deficits of a community.  

One of the key theories supporting the practice of participatory mapping in community 

development work is the process of giving equal voice to local “informal” knowledge with that 

of the rational planner with “expert” knowledge. Participatory asset mapping can be 

conducted in a variety of formats and methods; however, a unifying principle in conducting 

participatory mapping is focused on visually representing ideas in a community as identified 

by the residents of the community. The practice of participatory asset mapping reinforces the 

theory of community capacity building in community development work by having 

community members identify and share information about a community’s strengths and 

uniqueness.   

A pilot economic development program was initiated in the state of Nevada that compiled 

socio-economic data onto maps and shared results in a guided dialogue session with local 

decision makers and community members.  Participatory asset maps were then generated by 

local residents to reflect the community’s strengths and quality of life attributes and shared 

with local decision makers. Co-generating maps using quantitative and qualitative data were 

developed to identify quality of life indicators, community assets and socio-economic data to 

help guide future economic development decisions for the community.  The presentation will 

share our process model and discuss additional applications and next steps in participatory 

mapping strategies for building community capacity. 
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Confidential Participatory Mapping on the Ethereum Blockchain 

Martin, Michael, University of Auckland, New Zealand, 

michael.martin@auckland.ac.nz 

 

One of the ethical quagmires of participatory mapping that although it is easy to add points 

to a map, once this data is digitized (online or off), it is captured and held by a third party. 

Once recorded this data can be copied, transported, and potentially used by unintended users 

for benign or nefarious purposes alike. Using the Ethereum blockchain, location masking, and 

metadata encryption it is possible to record public participatory data and keep key elements 

of the data private as well. Using this scheme it would enable contribution of potentially 

sensitive information (for example: traditional knowledge, sacred sites, hunting and fishing 

locations, etc.) while protecting identities (blockchains), locations (spatial masking), and 

metadata (encryption). Each participant could choose to reveal what level of information, 

spatial or otherwise, was pertinent to the mapping exercise. Information would be 

timestamped immutably using the blockchain for proof of its creation date. Contributing 

encrypted information may seem counter-intuitive, but could be later unencrypted for use in 

legal scenarios where proof of existence is imperative. This enables participants to be present 

‘on the map’ while maintaining privacy. In this talk I outline how this technology could be 

implemented in a way that is easy to use, and illustrate the technologies that support it in the 

background. This system could be replicated for individual projects or be scaled to provide 

ethical data handling to thousands of participatory projects at the same time. This project is 

currently in early development stages. 
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The social value of cultural ecosystem services: between evaluation and planning. 

Mele, Roberta; Marino, Davide; Recanatesi, Fabio Sapienza Università di 

Roma Italy roberta.mele@uniroma1.it  

 

"The research aims to develop a collaborative spatial decision support system (Co-SDSS) 

based on the integration of GIS tool with Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) in order to 

map the Cultural Ecosystem Services (CES) and to support the elaboration of possible 

transformability territorial scenarios. A multidisciplinary approach has been adopted to 

integrate the application of multifunctional landscape concept into landscape planning and 

decision-making processes taking into account the use values but also intangible ones. The 

landscape has been considered a complex socio-ecological network consists in stakeholders, 

values and mutual interactions. This research focuses on the social role of communities for 

identifying, mapping and assessing the CES and for defining a series of specific spatial 

indicators that take into account the multidimensional values of the landscape.  

The analysis was carried out within the Decima Malafede Natural Protected Area in Rome 

municipality. Park authorities, residents, local associations and visitors were crucial in devising 

a collective knowledge based on perceived and shared values, in order to strengthen the 

socio-ecological network of the park. A survey with 157 community stakeholders was 

conducted to analyze the spatial distribution of CES for interpreting how people perceive their 

landscape and for undertaking landscape planning strategies that consider recognized values. 

In addition, the involvement of community preferences has allowed defining a multigroup 

decision-making process to simulate shared strategic scenarios for park development. 

The results show that a Co-SDSS enhances a multidimensional and multistakeholder 

assessment of CES because it focuses on recognizing different weights and priorities related 

to the complex definition of landscape and its values. It has been shown that the GIS-MCDA 

synergy can become a fundamental support to manage the landscape by stakeholders in 

order to better visualize and map the complex values of the landscape, to increase sensitivity 

and awareness in the population and to evaluate alternative scenarios.  
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Creating a participatory assessment tool for healthy streetscapes for children: a 

mixed-method pilot study. 

Michail, Nafiska Northumbria University United Kingdom, 

nafsika.michail@northumbria.ac.uk 

  

In the context of a PhD study on children’s active behaviour patterns and the influence of the 

built environment on them, a participatory assessment tool for healthy streetscapes will be 

developed. The aim of the study is to investigate the preferences of children (age 10-11 years 

old) and their parents’ perception of safety, regarding active travel to school. Streetscapes 

that promote active travel and urban design that provides spontaneous opportunities for 

informal playing could contribute to a better physical, mental and social wellbeing for children 

and shape healthy behaviours. The main objective of the tool is to capture the total 

experience and investigate objective and subjective factors that may influence children’s 

mobility and levels of physical activity. For this reason, the assessment tool will be consisted 

by diverse tasks, aiming to obtain comparable quantitative and qualitative data: 

1. Mapping workshops in the classroom, to investigate associations between commuting 

modes, distances and street connectivity. 

2. Guided tours in the actual streetscapes and diaries with playful spy tasks to explore 

children’s experiences. Children will be encouraged to be creative and use any means of 

expression to answer the different tasks. 

3. Participatory mapping on Maptionnaire and a follow- up workshop for parents, in order to 

identify their perception of the built environment and safety. This is an opportunity to collect 

data for future design interventions on the neighbourhoods. 

4. GIS, Space syntax and on field analysis of the streetscapes, for objective measurements 

about physical environment. 

All the above will be applied during a pilot study (May 2019) in a Primary School (Newcastle 

upon Tyne, UK). The aim is to test the effectiveness of them, in order to develop a 

participatory assessment tool, which can be used for the main study and future studies or 

assessments of streetscapes.  
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Planning Support Evaluation of Place-Based Public Participation Method for 

Transport Planning 

Mladenovic, Milos; Forss, Kirsi: Kahila, Maarit  Aalto University Finland, 

milos.mladenovic@aalto.fi  

 

Despite the range of efforts aimed at advancing participatory-planning practices, the need for 

the further development and implementation of public-engagement methods in transport 

planning remains. This research focuses on place-based method in particular, formalized as 

web-based geographic-information-systems (GIS) questionnaire tool. In this context, this 

research aims to provide lessons from implementing place-based method in transport 

planning projects worldwide. Review analyses methodological history, and experiences from 

47 transport planning projects implementing public-participation method across the US, UK, 

Finland, the Netherlands, Australia, and New Zealand. Moreover, ex-post analysis of a set of 

diverse planning projects is contrasted with an ex-post expert survey, revealing further 

experiential insights. Findings highlight details of implemented questionnaire features and 

resulting number of respondents and data points. Contrastingly, expert survey results provide 

a summary of reasons for using the online participation method, and benefits and challenges 

from using this method. Discussion provides reflection on pro (e.g., data volume, 

inclusiveness, flexibility, experiential insight, technological integration, and organizational 

culture development) and contra place-based method (e.g., digital divide, technological 

stress, expert misuse, qualitative data quantity). Conclusive recommendations provide 

organizational learning lessons related to implementing digital public engagement tools, 

developing participation strategies, and advancing agency’s planning practices in general, 

including directions for future case-study institutional analysis, especially focused on planning 

processes.  
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Community Mapping for Flood Resilience in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania 

Msilanga, Msilikale University of Turku - Finland  and World Bank – 

Tanzania, Tanzania msilikale.msilanga@utu.fi  

 

“Ramani Huria”, a Swahili word for “Open Maps”, is a project, which was established in 2016 

to combat flood hazards in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania through community mapping. Every year 

during the rainy season, severe floods affect lives of the residents especially in the informal 

settlement areas. People lose their property and their lives are threatened. Dar es Salaam city 

one of the fastest growing city and since there are no official ways to obtain up-to-date 

information of these informal settlements, Ramani Huria Project has tried to reach this gap. 

Students and communities map drain maps, Soil maps, flood extent and Safety maps using 

open source tools, such as OpenStreetMap, Open Map Kit (ODK) and Open Data Kit (ODK). 

These provide simple and cheap ways to collect baseline data through volunteered 

community participation. In the annual mapping campaigns, university students are trained 

to communicate, train and interview community members regarding the mapping and the 

relevance of mapping to their capacity to cope with floods. 

In the presentation, I will share best practices of Ramani Huria as community mapping 

methodology and reflect on the achievements. Having stakeholders from local Government 

officers, top university students and community members participating in a shared project 

gives an opportunity to work together in understanding flooding and flood risk areas. 

Ramani Huria project is currently sharing methodologies and tools through Resilience 

Academy project aiming at developing training materials, geo-database produced from 

Ramani Huria and conduct trainings of University student from four local universities (SUA, 

SUZA, ARU and UDSM) jointly with their northern partner University of Turku (UTU). 
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Participatory Mapping With the Ovahimba Communities  

Mukumbira, Sebastian Namibia University of Science and Technology Namibia, 

smukumbira@nust.na 

 

Resource mapping constitutes an important part of the ecosystem management of the 

recently declared Skeleton Coast - Iona Trans-Frontier Conservation Area (TFCA) at the border 

between Namibia and Angola. The TFCA is sparsely populated by the Ovahimba tribe who 

have preserved their traditional lifestyle and are semi-nomadic cattle herders. The Ovahimba 

do not use maps and have a distinct concept of space and time. To incorporate their 

indigenous knowledge, we have been engaging in participatory mapping exercises. So far, 

three communities were visited. At Marienfluss we used plastic rocks to represent two 

villages (Otjinungua and Oupembe) and one game guide was asked to recreate the sighting 

of two bat-eared foxes between the two villages using toy animals. At Orupembe one lady 

was tasked to place a model tree relative to the meeting site. This tree represented the 

Commiphora multijuga where the edible mopane worms (considered a delicacy) had been 

sighted. At Epupa, community members were tasked to map out the location of characteristic 

trees and major features. These trees had been identified in three joint ethnobotanical walks 

prior to the mapping exercise. The Ovahimba easily could translate their surroundings on a 

two-dimensional surface using stones, twigs and leaves. Their sense of direction was very 

accurate, and their perception of distance reflected the terrain encountered. The steeper the 

terrain the higher the distance value allocated. The distance was judged in terms of the time 

taken to traverse it. The Ovahimba also made proposals with regard to the legend of the map. 

We recorded a lively discussion pointing at further map features to be incorporated into 

digital maps. These digital maps will be validated and continuously updated by the 

communities for use by tourists, scientists and other communities.  
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Crowd-creative participatory design tools: Extracting knowledge from map-based 

3D tools 

Müller, Johannes ; Schmitt, Gerhard ETH Zurich, Future Cities 

Laboratory, Singapore-ETH Centre Singapore johannes.mueller@arch.ethz.ch 

 

Visualisations such as images or maps are proven to facilitate the understanding of challenges 

in urban planning among non-experts. Participatory urban planning tools have therefore been 

developed towards interactive maps with integrated sketching elements. In this paper, we 

present a study that has been conducted with a tool, that allows users to add and arrange 3D 

geometries on a map. 

This extension does not only change the user’s impression of the physical environment but 

also requires an adaption of evaluation techniques. Our focus is on the description of four 

simple analysis methods that are applied for a case study in Singapore. 

The design task is on macro scale and works with different housing typologies that the 

participants can chose from. The frequency of objects that is used can give a first clue on the 

preference for them. The favoured locations of certain building groups among all participants 

can be detected by overlaying the building plots. As further analysis instruments, we applied 

a k-nearest neighbour analysis and listed the objects within buffers of different radiuses. The 

latter method gives conclusions on the density that each participant preferred to see in the 

neighbourhood. 

The insights gained from this design exercise are compared to the results that conventional 

survey elements such as voting or free commenting would reveal. We point out strengths and 

weaknesses of both approaches and suggest future improvements.  
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Mapping place meanings for participatory siting of renewable energies in 

Switzerland: Critical reflections based on two PPGIS studies 

Müller, Stefanie; Buchecker, Mathias; Backhaus, Norman  Swiss Federal Insitute 

for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research (WSL), Switzerland, 
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The energy transition goes along with high concerns about its impact on landscape and place. 

It is argued that resistance is primarily due to insufficient public inclusion in the siting of 

renewable energies in their local surroundings. Accordingly, participatory methods, such as a 

public participation geographic information system (PPGIS), are understood as keys to just 

decision-making processes. 

We used a PPGIS that is designed to map meaningful places of local residents, in order to 

assess whether or not its integration into the local siting process of wind mills is conducive. 

First, we carried out a qualitative study in which we applied face-to-face interviews and a 

PPGIS (63 interviews) in three wind energy projects of different planning phases and different 

landscape types. Secondly, we conducted a quantitative study in one of these three projects 

(early phase of planning, flat-hilly landscape) by carrying out a regional survey and an online 

PPGIS (8.7% response rate/ 3700 spatial records). 

Both studies show that local residents often associate wind energy sites with meanings that 

are at odds with the ones the planning authorities do. However, the studies furthermore show 

that during a planning process the meanings of landscapes and places are transformed. 

Certain places and landscapes lose their multidimensionality and meanings were accentuated 

which are in particular contrary to the meaning of the technology. There is also a shift in the 

imagined boundaries of places. Places that are not perceived as meaningful a priori, start to 

become meaningful, because their belonging to other places or regions is emphasized. 

The results of these PPGIS studies confirm the often perceived lack of participation in the 

siting of renewable energies. However, they also show that the success of a PPGIS in local 

decision-making processes, require special consideration of dynamic discourses in which 

spatial realities emerge and constantly change. 
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St.Petersburg 

Nenko, Alexandra ITMO University St. Petersburg Russia, 
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In this paper we present the results of the study on emotional landscape of St.Petersburg, 

Russia, based on public participation GIS. The main motivation behind the study is to involve 

citizens into sharing their emotional experiences about the city space which can be used for 

improving planning of public spaces. The PPGIS tool used in this study is an online platform 

Imprecity created by the authors and their collaborators at ITMO University 

(www.imprecity.ru). Imprecity is an interactive map where users registered through social 

networks can leave emoticons and comments about public spaces. 6 basic emotions are 

defined according to Paul Ekman’s theory - joy, anger, fear, disgust and surprise. The dataset 

contains 2142 emoticons collected for the period of 2018-2019 with user ID, date, geolocation 

and type of emotion. Online data reveals 6 emotional landscapes based on which we define 

public spaces with high emotional response. Main findings are that the  spaces are mostly 

located in the city centre, however negative emotions are more dispersed towards city 

periphery. Emotions of joy are more associated with green public spaces, while negative 

emotions with different spatial units, such as remote monotonous sleeping quarters, 

infrastructural elements hazardous for pedestrians, abandoned buildings, railroad stations 

and crowded avenues. Sometimes public places trigger different emotional reactions at the 

same time. Analysis of users’ comments gives insight into environmental characteristics 

triggering good emotions (good view, access to water, greenery, activities) and bad emotions 

(crowd, poor infrastructure, migrants, absence of activities). Users tend to share joy 

emoticons and comments twice more than other 5 emotions altogether. Women share 

emotions more than men. In the result of the study we have outlined a set of key features 

significant for the places with positive and negative emotions as a core for a recommendation 

system which aids improvement of public space planning in view of emotional well-being of 

the citizens.  
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Ecological Literacy of Young Children towards Nature in Rural Village  
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Children’s interaction with natural environment is crucial for their knowledge and experiences 

in play and learning where they are able to access and engage directly with the natural and 

physical elements. Allowing children to interact with natural systems provide them with 

exploration, discovery and an understanding of nature in which contributes to ecological 

literacy. However, little is known on how much children’s knowledge and play behaviours 

influences their ecological literacy when they experiencing everyday landscapes in rural 

environment. Hence, this study explored the ecological literacy of young children on natural 

systems in a rural village in Malaysia. Seventy-six (n=76) children, aged 7-12 living in rural 

areas at Kampung Jawa Ulu, Pontian, Johor were observed. Through ecological module, the 

data of children’s behavioural and perceptual responses were elicited from participatory 

observation in the village and gathered from drawing and semi-structured interview. It is 

found that children are highly sensitive to their environment in which their ecological literacy 

were directly influenced by their play time and activities in outdoors. Throughout the 

observation, children revealed their everyday experiences with nature; the trees that they 

have climbed, the fruits they have eaten, the birds they have admired. Therefore, a cultural 

mapping is developed. The results revealed that the children’s good knowledge on 

relationship with nature was sensorial rich and varied; affording them diverse natural 

elements and complex understanding for play and learning that leads to their ecological 

literacy. Hence, this understanding suggests that children perceive natural and physical 

elements through phenomenal process; cognitive, affective and evaluative, and contribute to 

environmental learning.  
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Transforming expert knowledge to spatial information to support Maritime 

Spatial Planning 

Nylén, Tua; Toivanen, Harri; Erkkilä-Välimäki, Anne University of Turku, 

Finland tua.nylen@utu.fi 

 

Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) aims at fitting together maritime activities in a sustainable 

and efficient way. It relies on the availability of spatial data and geoinformatics. In general, 

good-quality spatial information on the biological and physical marine environment is 

available while socio-economic information is underrepresented. Information about the 

spatial distribution of current activities and future views are the silent knowledge of experts, 

local actors (such as fishermen) and the general public. Furthermore, future scenarios are 

traditionally non-spatial and often qualitative descriptions and as such incompatible with bio-

physical spatial data. Our study aimed at supporting the incorporation of spatial socio-

economic information of the marine space into MSP by examining one potential work flow. 

We examined the entire process from the socio-economic knowledge of individual experts, 

to participatory GIS applications, to spatial data management and analysis and finally to 

spatial knowledge. Based on the results, we exemplify how participatory mapping methods, 

data interpretation and basic geoinformatics methodology can be utilised to produce useful 

spatial data for MSP and discuss the main issues related to the process and further use of the 

data. Our results indicate that participatory mapping may produce valuable data for MSP, 

helping in narrowing the gap between bio-physical and socio-economic information. The 

participatory mapping process is prone to many types of subjectivity: selection and 

presentation of the background information, guidance and framing of the questions and 

interpretation of the results have distinct influence on the produced spatial information. In 

addition, the selected participatory mapping technology and spatial analysis methods have 

notable effects on the spatial data product and its further use.  
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Planatelier Kadaster: Participatory planning in an integrated and digital way 

Obbink, Mark; Lof, Maartje Dutch Cadastre Netherlands, 

mark.obbink@kadaster.nl  

 

The best way to realize plans is to mobilize local energy and knowledge not by discussing an 

already developed plan or concept, but by helping people to develop their own plan together. 

We involve people in an active way at an early stage of the planning process by pressure 

cooking; series of intensive interactive sessions, create a level knowledge playing field and by 

drafting a plan together. Therefor a tool is needed to make interaction with stakeholders 

possible and to come to a solution for spatial challenges. The stakeholders are governmental 

agencies as well as local inhabitants, enterpreneurs, NGO’s and companies. Examples of 

successful projects show that it works. 

In general projects should be supported by participatory planning in an iteratively way by 

using interactive IT tooling focused on: 

1.Inventory and analyzing 2.Sketch and Match 3.Calculate 4.Presentation 5.Undersign plan 

Many GIS tools are developed to support this process. However, few digital tools are able to 

draw and calculate in the map. We evaluated different tools on the ability of supporting the 

participation process, and give insight in both new possibilities and constraints of digital 

tooling. A digital tool for this process is being developed to support all stages in the process, 

to analyze and visualize the data and to draw, calculate and sign the plan. The tool is called 

“Planatelier”. 
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Title Cultural gems: Collaborative mapping of culture and creativity in European 

cities 

Panella, Francesco; Alberti, Valentina; Montalto, Valentina  European 

Commission Italy valentina.alberti@ec.europa.eu 

 

As objective for social dimension, the New European Agenda for Culture (2018) aims at 

protecting and promoting Europe’s cultural heritage ‘as shared resource to raise awareness 

of the common history and values, and reinforce a sense of common European identity’. At 

the same time creativity is sustained as fundamental ingredient for boosting innovation in 

enterprises.  

Cities are the favoured place to be observed to intervene in this field given the concentration 

of cultural heritage and creative activities. However creating an EU-wide inventory of cultural 

amenities and creative spaces is still a challenge: no harmonised categorisation is available at 

European level. It is even more difficult to localise points of interest in a single map.  

Cities, NGOs or other research groups have produced several mapping exercises on culture 

and/or creativity, but most of them involve limited areas (selected cities or a country) or show 

only specific topic culture or creativity related. Trying to fill this gap, the European 

Commission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC) recently released Cultural gems, a new open-source 

web app to map cultural and creative places in European cities.  

Cultural gems is a collaborative platform open to everyone intending share single points of 

interest or full database of cultural and creative spots. The purpose is to build a free open 

source database for the cultural sector, policy makers and city administrators aggregating 

information on cultural and creative resources in European cities.  

The system of categorisation and labelling will evolve from the standard Opens Street Map 

structure based on proposals and discussions among contributors. Cultural gems aims at 

becoming a common tool to collect, share, discuss and categorise cultural and creative assets 

in Europe. Several cities and organisations already expressed their interest in taking part in 

the project, and hidden treasures are going to be unveiled on the platform. 
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There is growing recognition, exemplified through conceptual frameworks like One Health, 

Planetary Health and Public Health 3.0, that individual health and well-being is closely 

associated with a variety of systemic social, economic and environmental factors, including 

Social Determinants of Health (SDoH). Data and information access, sharing and (re)use can 

facilitate better shared understanding of these factors at a community level through socio-

technical systems such as Community Information Exchanges (CIE). These “digital backbones” 

can support collaborative approaches like Collective Impact, enabling organizations to work 

together in a more informed and effective manner. 

Participatory mapping offers a potentially rich and generative social learning process for 

grounding this work within the everyday lives of a diversity of community members. It can 

also support Asset-Based Community Development, enabling communities to identify, 

protect and leverage health-promoting assets already present in their community. That 

includes surfacing what some refer to as “context expertise”, valuable insights from those in 

closest proximity to the issue or opportunity of interest, such as hunger. 

In this presentation we will share and seek feedback on exploratory work facilitating the fair 

and “effective use” of geospatial data and open source and/or free tools in support of such 

health-promoting sense-making processes at a community and regional level in the U.S. State 

of New York. Working with Cornell University’s Masters in Public Health program, we seek to 

link several existing and complementary forms of community capital in support of what we 

hope will eventually be a replicable and scalable approach, providing a rich context for 

participatory research and dialogue. That includes bringing together public and academic 

libraries, civic/social sector groups, local government entities, universities, and associated 

Cooperative Extension systems. Our intention is to cultivate a continuously evolving 

networked, socio-technical “open stack”, composed of several interchangeable and 

connectable resources supporting learning and innovation in place.  
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Pietilä, Miisa University of Oulu Finland miisa.pietila@oulu.fi  

 

Academics have frequently used and endorsed the PPGIS approach for national park 

management. However, the decision-support potential of PPGIS is mostly described in 

academic literature, and there is only little evidence of formal agency adoption beyond 

preliminary PPGIS trials. The explanations as to why regional and environmental planning 

agencies have not adopted PPGIS methods are mostly researchers’ interpretations of the 

constraints, and there is a lack of studies investigating managers’ willingness and readiness to 

adopt these methods. This study explores the potential that managers of Finnish national 

parks see in the PPGIS approach in the context of planning for the visitor use of parks. This 

research is based on ten semi-structured interviews with representatives from Metsähallitus 

within its Parks and Wildlife Finland unit.  

The study showed that the managers of Parks and Wildlife Finland are overall eager to 

understand customers’ experiences and interested in using PPGIS methods in national park 

management. The challenges related to using place-based data were connected to handling 

and taking advantage of the already existing visitor data, and the possibility of integrating the 

“new type of data” with existing monitoring processes that have received an institutionalised 

position. Managers prioritized mapping the most concrete spatial attributes which are closely 

linked to planning site management actions. These attributes represent visitors’ perceptions 

of the negative impacts of tourism, sites where visitors feel unsafe, and development needs 

regarding the park’s infrastructure. Mapping could also help to inform where possible 

conflicts between different types of users take place, and to define recreation opportunities 

from the perspectives of visitors. From a technical perspective, managers suggested a place-

based mobile phone application which customers could use for mapping selected attributes 

while visiting the park. 
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Success story: the ways in which the City Analytics Lab can become better 

implemented into the smart planning process  

Punt, Eline; Geertman, Stan; Pettit, Chris; Witte, Patrick; Afrooz, Aida  Utrecht 

University Netherlands eline.punt@gmail.com 

 

There has been a lot of research on the identification, measurement, classification and 

explanation of the implementation gap of planning support systems, which are meant to 

support the planning process by analyzing and visualizing data but are currently not being 

used in planning practice. However, research has not yet looked into how the implementation 

gap can be bridged and how PSS tools can be embedded into the planning process. This study 

will contribute to this by first looking at the usefulness of the City Analytics Lab as a planning 

support system, before looking at how the lab can be turned into a best practice that 

contributes to bridging the implementation gap. It starts out as an experimental case study, 

where workshops are run with planning practitioners to assess the lab’s current usefulness 

for planning practice, before providing pathways into how the lab can be used by these 

practitioners in solving actual real-world problems. The results show that the City Analytics 

Lab is considered useful by planning practitioners especially in providing communication 

support, however the support is not attuned to their needs in providing analytical support. 

To become a success story of implementation in planning practice, the lab can choose to 

become a space for the co-design of support tools with external partners or make the space 

available to bring software in that are frequently used by planning practice. Through analyzing 

the usefulness of the lab this study provides insight into how the City Analytics lab can become 

better implemented into the field of planning.  
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This research investigates shopping trip mode choice decisions among older adults in Helsinki 

Metropolitan Area. It focuses on the effects of built environment while accounting for a full 

set of variables, including, but not limited to, latent psychological factors 

that could influence this decision. Place-based travel behavior data is collected using an online 

map-based survey tool. Based on this data, two activity space models are developed, in 

addition to the commonly used 500-meter buffer, for each respondent, to measure built 

environmental factors. An Integrated Choice and Latent Variable (ICLV) modelling framework 

is then utilized to explore the way built environment shows to affect mode choice of this age 

group, when measured in these three different spatial units of analysis. It is found that 

although the use of more person-based dynamic spatial units of analysis may not significantly 

increase either the fit of the discrete choice models, or the size of the effect of built 

environment on travel behavior, it does provide different, and more intuitive, results 

regarding the way built environment may affect travel behavior. Walkability index showed to 

have a positive significant effect on walking trips when measured using Individualized 

Residential Exposure Model. This is while a positive significant effect on transit use or biking 

was found when this index was calculated using Individual Home Range and 500-meter buffer 

as spatial units of analysis. Moreover, the use of ICLV model helped in understanding indirect 

effects of built environment on mode choice of this age group. 
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National policies aimed at opening up remote forest areas – e.g. in the form of infrastructure 

projects (roads, dams) or the promotion of commercial logging – are often intended to 

ultimately have a net positive effect on the economy of a region. However, policy makers’ 

focus on overall economic development seems to blind them to the effects of these 

interventions on equitable access to the locations where important ecosystem services (ES) 

are provided. We refer to this problem as spatial equity. In this paper, we study the nature 

and extent of the impact of external interventions on spatial equity by means of an empirical 

study that compares two communities in the Upper Suriname River Basin – one community 

affected by external interventions in the form of logging and road infrastructure 

development, and the other not. For both cases, we collected spatial and temporal data (for 

the years 1995 and 2015) using a participatory GIS survey among 493 local ES users registering 

service provisioning hotspots for fish, timber and crops. We then explore different dimensions 

of spatial equity by analyzing variation over time and across the cases in (in)equity in access 

to hotspots. Segments within communities across which spatial equity can be expected to 

vary are identified based on clan and authority position. Our spatial explicit analysis revealed 

locations where spatial inequity is expected to be greatest. Through our spatially and 

temporally explicit analysis, we find evidence of the extent to and the manner in which 

external interventions aggravate spatial inequity. We reflect on the implications of the 

findings for future research and the methodological considerations too.  
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Globally, small island communities are experiencing rapid transitions influenced by climate 

change, energy and commercial developments, tourism and changing mobility patterns.  Such 

changes can lead to increased potential for conflict between residents, industry and tourists, 

which need to be systematically managed in landscape planning. In this paper, we present an 

online public participation GIS method which enables a random sample of Faroe Island 

residents to identify, map and describe a range of land- and seascape values, development 

preferences, and land-use conflicts.  We build on previous work by linking scale-based and 

map-base measures of values and development preferences with place meanings elicited 

through open questions. Responses to open questions were translated into four narratives of 

human-nature relationships, revealing a great appreciation for: wildlife and landforms, for 

peaceful and undisturbed ecosystems, for open access to land and sea, and for people being 

part of nature as major themes. We then compared these narratives to maps identifying the 

spatial distribution and intensity of aesthetic, recreational, cultural history and heritage, 

ecological value and harvesting value, as well maps highlighting the potential for tourism, 

wind power, hydro power and fish farming development conflict. Beautiful landscapes/ 

landmarks were by far the most frequently mapped landscape values (44.4% out of 6129 

mapped sites in total), followed by recreation activities (19.6%); culture, history, heritage 

(16.7%); plants, animals, ecosystems (9.9%); and harvesting, fishing, hunting (9.4%).  Tourism 

development has the most sites of high potential conflict, followed by wind power, fish 

farming/processing, and hydropower. The potential for tourism development conflicts is 

highest in areas like Vágar/Mykines and Nólsoy regions, and in the towns of Tórshavn and 

Saksun. We argue that planning for multiple landscape values and preferences is crucial to 

manage the potential for trade-offs in land- and seascape development that is influenced by 

a range of drivers of change. 
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For many indigenous and other local communities in the rainforests of South America, survival 

in the rainforest has always depended on an intimate knowledge of their territory, passed 

down by their ancestors. Place-based stories help determine where food or resources are 

located, or where dangers lie hidden. Most importantly, the oral histories reinforce their 

historical and cultural connection to their homelands, which in turn informs their collective 

identity. However, in the contemporary context, oral history storytelling traditions are at risk 

of disappearing as younger community members leave their villages recurrently or 

permanently, in search of work. The elders lament that the youth are more interested in their 

smartphones than in listening to their stories, and have stopped sharing their narratives 

entirely.  

With the Amazon rainforest increasingly at threat, research demonstrating that storytelling 

encourages indigenous peoples to conserve their environments shows that enabling 

indigenous and other local communities to protect their storytelling traditions is more urgent 

than ever. To prevent invaluable oral histories from disappearing into oblivion, the Amazon 

Conservation Team (ACT) is now partnering with several communities to help them map and 

record oral histories shared by elders. We worked with a team of volunteer developers to 

create the open-source geostorytelling application Terrastories.io, which is designed to 

enable local communities to locate and map their own oral storytelling traditions about places 

of significant meaning or value to them without needing internet access. 

In this presentation, I will share experiences working with the Matawai Maroons (descendants 

of formerly enslaved Africans) in Suriname, the Kogui in Colombia, and the Wauja in Brazil to 

document their place-based oral histories using the Terrastories.io application. The goal of 

this work is to ensure that future generations can learn about their history and territory as 

their community always has: through the words of the elders.  
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Research on participatory mapping (PM) addresses the use of mapping tools in citizen 

participation endeavours, but there is little focus on the users of the tools beyond their 

contributions to the mapping activities, and on the ways different stakeholders engaged in 

setting up and in undertaking PM relate to one another. In this paper, we position PM within 

a wider context of participation and collaborative work. We study the collaboration between 

a grassroots citizen movement named National Urban Park to Helsinki (NUPH), the City of 

Helsinki, and a company providing a PPGIS platform and service. NUPH is a group of citizens 

pushing for a national park that could protect the cultural, natural, and ecological heritage of 

Helsinki in the face of the threatening densification. Their collaboration with the City of 

Helsinki enabled the use of a PPGIS tool and related services offered by the company 

providing the tool. In addition, NUPH had a vast ecology of mundane tools that they casually 

deployed.  

The theoretical framework, which comprised a combination of participatory urban planning 

and IT design concepts, enabled us to answer the following research questions: What were 

the outcomes of the collaboration between the different stakeholders representing civic, 

public, and private sectors and how did the collaboration unfold? What were the challenges 

encountered? What role did the use of the PPGIS tool and the collected data have for the 

different stakeholders and for participatory planning in general? Our methods comprised a 

combination of qualitative research, such as participatory observation and interviews with 

different stakeholders, and quantitative research based on the analysis of the data collected 

with the PPGIS tool. 
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Engaging citizens in urban planning: a web-based tool development to integrate 

digital technology, urban design and participatory mapping in Spain 
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Cities are undergoing a great digital transformation which is generating new forms of 

relationship between the city, its citizens and institutions. Information and communication 

technologies provide new services, tools and channels that could encourage open 

communication between citizens and decision makers. Influenced by legislation, local and 

regional governments are developing processes trying to involve society in public affairs, 

including urban planning as one of the key issues. In this particular field, mapping tools are 

undergoing a growing interest because they offer visualization and interaction options that 

can engage citizens in planning through guided participation processes. 

The questions are, how can new technologies improve urban planning participation and 

decision-making? What sort of digital technology could be designed to create a new tool 

suitable for citizen engagement in urban planning which would also be useful to professional 

planners? 

The mail objective of this research is to describe and discuss the opportunities and inputs 

offered by a new web-based tool developed in Aragon that enables urban planners to develop 

online participation processes by designing map-based surveys and allows citizens not only to 

engage in these processes but also to send free suggestions linked to maps.  Throughout the 

use of geo-referenced questions citizens could reply directly on the map and after, data could 

be exported to open source GIS software, enabling detailed spatial analysis, geo-processing 

operations and overlap more urban information layers so that technicians could identify the 

critical areas and essential needs for inhabitants with precision. Testing sessions with students 

and several interviews with different profiles of planners and municipal authorities have been 

conducted in order to get their feedback about the tool: functionalities, usability, design and 

possible difficulties linked to its use. The paper will conclude with some discussion and 

recommendations for implementation, improvement and further developments. 
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The integration of people-place relationships, represented by the theory of sense of place, 

has fallen short in spatial planning practice and literature. A case in point are efforts in the 

field of river landscape restoration which need to balance diverse interests such as the 

improvement of ecological conditions, the enhancement of recreational qualities, and flood 

risk management. Vice versa, existing sense of place studies usually refer only to certain 

spatial areas but often miss associations with specific sites. Public Participation GIS (PPGIS) 

could close this gap by applying established place attachment assessment methods in spatial 

mapping exercises.  

The aim of this study is to explore how local residents perceive and interact with their river 

landscape through a combination of sense of place assessment and PPGIS. A total of 317 

respondents took part in the study, locating 1022 meaningful places along the river Lahn in 

Hesse, Germany. Respondents located their meaningful places on a map and specified the 

meanings, attachment and (ecosystem service) values experienced at that place.  

Findings show that (1) people encounter diverse values at a single place, leading to eight 

different clusters (k-mode clustering), and (2) places belonging to clusters dominated by social 

values (e.g. local history and culture) are associated with less attachment than places 

belonging to clusters dominated by nature related values (e.g. opportunity to learn about 

nature). Furthermore, (3) meaningful places belonging to the social value cluster tend to be 

located in areas dominated by urban land use with low land use diversity and places of the 

nature value cluster are situated in areas of different land uses and higher land use diversity. 

Taken together, the study shows that the integration of sense of place and PPGIS offers 

opportunities for planners to gain new spatial insights into citizens’ relationships with 

particular sites. 
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A growing number of studies are recommending participatory mapping approaches in order 

to support spatial planning and protected area management. Such participatory mapping 

approaches make use of different types of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) derived 

from public participatory GIS (PPGIS) surveys and social media activities. In general, the 

potential of such participatory mapping approaches are believed to be promising in terms of 

revealing spatial recreational use patterns and experiential place values. However, so far, only 

few studies have compared potentials and trade-offs between participatory mapping 

approaches. Hence, there seems to be a call for more empirical studies exploring different 

PPGIS and VGI approaches for visitor monitoring in protected areas. This study seeks out to 

explore and discuss the potential of VGI approaches by triangulating findings between three 

PPGIS surveys with different sampling strategies, and findings from a social media VGI study 

of Flickr photos. Findings from all four studies are focused on a fjord landscape in a new 

national park situated in Roskilde, Denmark. A spatial triangulation of findings from all four 

studies show a similar overall recreational use pattern of the Fjord (main hotspots), but also 

deviations caused by different sampling strategies. A content triangulation between a local 

qualitative PPGIS survey of experiential narratives and the content of shared Flickr images 

reveals that only very few of local narratives are in accordance with the majority (75%) of 

Flickr images. However, an in-depth content analysis of the remaining 25% of Flickr images 

outside main hotspots seems to be in good accordance with the local place narratives in the 

Fjord. Overall, the findings from the study highlight the potential of PPGIS and VGI approaches 

as supplementary visitor monitoring tools in protected area management, but the study also 

warns against uncritical reliance on Flickr images as to understand local experiential place 

values.  
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Conducting Spatial Assessments of Conservation Need and Opportunity: Mapping 

the West Antarctic Peninsula 

Sykora-Bodie, Seth Duke University United States, 

seth.sykora.bodie@duke.edu  

 

Global environmental threats—such as resource extraction, habitat degradation, and a 

rapidly changing climate—are causing significant declines in biodiversity. In response, 

international conservation authorities are encouraging the establishment of protected areas 

(PAs) to reduce pressures on the natural environment. 

Given limited resources, conservation biologists have developed systematic methods for 

assessing ecological data to identify and prioritize areas where it is most effective to protect 

biodiversity. However, it has quickly become apparent that PAs that disregard human needs 

often lead to poor implementation and/or conflict, and frequently do not achieve biodiversity 

goals. To improve the effectiveness of PAs, conservation planners have sought to incorporate 

non-ecological data into PA design. 

This study seeks to understand how socioeconomic and political factors influence the design 

of PAs. The need to account for political factors is particularly vital in international 

environmental venues, such as those governing global commons, in which ‘stakeholders’ are 

sovereign states with the power to veto proposed conservation actions. 

Relying on expert elicitation, participatory mapping techniques, and a case study of the West 

Antarctic Peninsula, this paper identifies areas of high ecological value, areas with high 

conservation opportunities, and barriers to reaching consensus and establishing marine 

protected areas (MPAs) in the Southern Ocean. Based on this information we assess the 

feasibility of gazetting specific marine areas for conservation purposes. 

This approach to data collection and planning can: 1) inform us about tradeoffs between 

ecological needs and political opportunities; 2) proactively identify and reduce barriers to 

establishing MPAs; and 3) improve our ability to respond to global environmental threats and 

preserve biodiversity. 
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Text Analysis in Map Based Public Participation System Natural Language 

Processing to Support in Urban Decision Making  

Thoneick, Rosa; Prang Holger CityScienceLab, HafenCity University 

Hamburg Germany rosa.thoneick@hcu-hamburg.de 

 

Participatory practices are increasingly part of political decision making and have been 

mandatory in Germany since the 1960s. Recently, new technologies such as online 

participation tools have been implemented in decision support systems. While these tools are 

capable of including the contributions of a larger crowd of citizens, their implementation has 

highlighted the need to test and examine new ways of automatic language processing for the 

vast amount of data aggregated. 

The paper examines Hamburg’s “Digital Participation System” (DIPAS), a GIS-based integrated 

system for informal civic participation. DIPAS uses open public data on planning regulations 

and infrastructures within a web-based interface and a physical decision support tool. These 

integrated technologies are used in online and on-site participation processes and allow 

citizens to contribute their views via these mapping tools. The data processing is achieved 

through Natural Language Processing (NLP), a technique to detect patterns within written 

language and analyze sentiment in citizens’ contributions. Through this, text blocks are 

semantically annotated and subjects identified and clustered.  

By applying a set of three algorithms to citizen contributions, this paper examines the 

capabilities of NLP for sentiment analysis. The research sheds light on challenges developers 

and planners face while using algorithms in terms of depth and complexity of language 

analysis. Deriving from this, it outlines future possible uses for Natural Language Processing 

in e-participation processes.  
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Using a participatory mapping to develop climate adaptation strategies based on 

contaminant monitoring and Indigenous Knowledge.  

Toohey, Ryan; Donovan, Shannon; Wilson, Nicole; Mulligan, Brendan; Inkster, 

Jody; Mutter, Edda Alaska Climate Adaptation Science Center  United 

States heytoohey@gmail.com 

 

The health of First Nations depends on the waters within their traditional territories. High 

quality water is needed to support First Nations’ material and intangible well-being including 

the provision of safe drinking water, recreation opportunities, healthy fish and wildlife habitat 

necessary for subsistence livelihoods and the continuance of spiritual and cultural 

relationships to water. Exposure, release and transport of contaminants depend on the 

hydrological pathways of the watershed. Climate change, through permafrost degradation, 

may be altering the overall hydrology of the Yukon River Basin, thus creating new exposure 

pathways and sources of contaminants.  This project involved investigating water 

biogeochemistry at sites identified through interviews, focus groups, and participatory 

mapping methods. Over two years, more than 100 community members (including Youth and 

Elders) from the First Nations of Selkirk, Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in, Kluane, White River and 

Carcross/Tagish contributed to identifying greater than 50 sites where community members 

recommended water quality sampling be conducted because the identified watercourses 

were valued and, in some cases, thought to be contaminated.  A smaller subset of these sites 

was prioritized and monitored for two years.  Several important themes were identified 

within the prioritization such as water use, severity of contamination, and remoteness of 

location.  In addition, several important themes regarding climate change and adaptation 

were identified over the two years of the project. Climate change had affected subsistence 

activities, vegetation and invasive species migrations, transportation routes and recreation 

activities among others. Finally, we conducted a Water Action Workshop to identify policy 

and governance strategies for addressing First Nation concerns related to water and climate 

change.  
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Mapping Alaska's State Park System with Google Street View 

Van Dommelen, Dorn; Toohey, Ryan; Donovan, Shannon  University of Alaska 

Anchorage United States dvandommelen@alaska.edu 

 

In response to the Alaska State Park System’s desire to monitor changing conditions in remote 

sites and to make these remote sites accessible to a wider range of people, the Department 

of Geography and Environmental Studies at the University of Alaska Anchorage is piloting a 

program to use 360° cameras and Google Street View to document changing vegetation 

patterns and trails. In the initial phase, mapping is being done by faculty members and 

students enrolled in GIS classes as part of a service-learning project. In partnership with the 

Alaska State Parks system, summer mapping activities will be undertaken by student interns 

and volunteers with an aim to make training and cameras available to members of the public 

within the year. This project is rooted in community-based research and focuses on how 

participatory mapping can be used to build bridges between the University and State Park.  

Through our presentation we will present lessons learned from our pilot project, advice for 

how to use participatory mapping as a high-impact teaching practice, and best practices in 

community engagement in a university setting.  
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Meaningful, special or recreational places? Different approaches to mapping 

sense of place for resilient river management  

Verbrugge, Laura;  Buchecker, Matthias; Garcia, Xavier; Gottwald, Sarah; Müller, 

Stefanie; Præstholm, Søren; Stahl Olaffson, Anton, University of Twente, 

Netherlands, l.n.h.verbrugge@utwente.nl  

 

River landscapes are complex social-ecological systems and provide many benefits for people. 

A common challenge among river planners and managers is to consider people-place bonds 

potentially affected by river interventions, as these are often not included in monitoring and 

assessment frameworks. As such, there is a need for applying integrated methods and 

indicators for measuring place-based values, that enable the exchange of values, preferences 

and knowledge between the different actors involved (e.g. citizens and planners). In this 

presentation, I will compare different approaches to mapping sense of place (i.e. place 

meanings and place attachment) in river landscapes using case studies from Denmark, 

Germany, Spain, Switzerland and The Netherlands. The case studies were set in different 

geographical, institutional and management contexts, but had in common that they were 

multi-actor, collaborative research projects with the intent to use the collected data for 

planning or adaptive management. The case study analysis was guided by two main 

questions: (1) how is sense of place conceptualized and measured? and (2) how can the 

outcomes support and/or inform participatory processes? Our findings show that sense of 

place is conceptualized and measured in different ways and can be linked to different 

evaluative frameworks, i.e. to map places of recreational value, meaningful places, or in 

relation to different river intervention scenarios. The choice in concepts and methods 

depends strongly on the purpose of the study and needs to be consciously made in order to 

yield relevant sense of place outcomes for management, such as river planning or evaluating 

impacts of river interventions. Finally, we will give examples of how mapping sense of place 

can facilitate public involvement in monitoring and managing rivers, for example, through 

stimulating citizen initiatives, providing tangible information for discussion, and identifying 

specific needs or concerns of particular stakeholder groups.  
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Community engagement in New York City green spaces  

Whillas, Erika, Institute for Sustainable Futures, Australia, 

erika.whillas@student.uts.edu.au 

 

"My research is examining how PPGIS can be used to improve community engagement in 

urban greenspace planning in New York City. By making the democratic processes of 

community engagement easier for urban planners, my research aims to help strengthen 

urban governance, while making cities more resilient to climate change. My research partner 

is the New York Restoration Project (NYRP), a not-for-profit that owns and maintains 52 

community gardens in NYC. NYRP uses charrette techniques with local communities, 

organizations and government agencies to design their gardens and their ongoing 

programming activities. I have drawn on the research frameworks of Systemic Deliberative 

Democracy and Participatory Design to inform the design and development of a PPGIS 

prototype. NYRP, the open source platform Mapseed, and I have designed and implemented 

a PPGIS prototype that has been used for the redesign of 3 NYRP community gardens in NYC. 

Community participation in urban green space planning is a key attribute for their successful 

design, development, maintenance, and ongoing use. Community participation is needed in 

planning of green spaces to address local context and needs as well as to reflect the cultural, 

demographic, and development history of the community. Community engagement results 

in a greater sense of ownership, both of the project plans and outcomes, which increases the 

likelihood of ongoing support from residents and other stakeholders. By engaging 

communities in the decision-making processes of urban green space planning city 

governments can strengthen their democracies while making their cities more resilient to 

climate change. This will result in improved urban governance and more liveable cities.  
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The extraction of space and representation of imaginary futures in Greenland  

Young, Kaitlin, University of Alberta, Canada, ksyoung@ualberta.ca  

 

Greenland is subject to a wide range of interests and configurations. I explore how Nuuk, the 

country’s capital, is being mapped out according to imaginary futures. Extraction implies the 

removal of resources from their original point of origin.  My research extends the notion of 

extraction, within the context of imaginary futures, far beyond the removal of mineral 

resources. I explore an extractive landscape built upon the removal of social, cultural, 

political, and environmental resources. While the dominant focus of Arctic scholarship has 

been on the scramble for minerals and energy, there are innovative frontiers of opportunity 

opening up that are creating different areas of inquiry and extraction. Rather than considering 

these areas as new, we can view them as part of older cycles of investment and extraction. 

As the political, social/cultural, and geological landscapes of Greenland are expanded, I seek 

to identify how this is present in visual representations of place. Landscapes are consistently 

invoked in ethnopolitical and nationalist discourse. The map of Nuuk is constantly changing 

and I am interested in how politicians and planners visualize the capital city.  The creation of 

a national landscape is bound in tension and inconsistencies.  There is a subtle silencing of 

Inuit and local landscape knowledge in Greenland, manifested, I argue, in unbalanced 

narratives in the landscape mapping of environmental assessments, city development plans, 

and tourism spaces. This presentation discusses extraction on many levels: based on the 

subsurface, views, and rock. The diverse nature of these forms of extraction bring the notion 

of prospected futures into the present-day landscape.  My research looks at how different 

ways of knowing can be documented in new conversations about future landscapes.
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Affordances level of terrestrial area at fishermen village in understanding children 

sensibility towards natural environment 

Yusof, Janatun Naim; Said Ismail, Faculty of Built Environment, Univers iti 

Teknologi Malaysia, Malaysia, janatunyusof@gmail.com 

 

Many researches on level of affordances were conducted in urban communities and few were 

conducted in coastal communities. This study investigates patterns and localization of Bajau 

Ubian children, aged 3 to 13, in a fishermen village at Kampong Terusan Baru, Bum Bum 

Island, Sabah, Malaysia. Children’s activities were elicited through participatory approach, 

photo taking and in–depth interview. At the same time their location of activities during play 

were monitored using portable GPS. The data were analysed through content analysis using 

nVivo 12 to quantify the number of affordances. Next, the pattern of spatial affordances was 

examined through Tracking Analyst using Arc GIS. It is found that the coastal village offered 

3672 affordances to the children; 1917 perceived affordances, 1657 utilised affordances and 

98 shaped affordances. This suggests that complexity of children engagement with tides and 

boat, buildings and small shelters, deck, jetties and marine wildlife increase their physical and 

social performances over a long period of time during day and night. While Tracking Analyst 

illustrated that children’s activities towards their outdoor environment in the coastal village 

were scattered through time according to the moon phases. From day 1-10, their activities 

were concentrated on land area mostly with utilized affordances.  From day 10-15, their 

activities moved to the sea area dominated by perceived affordances. Differently, shaped 

affordances were performed at the transition area which was at their homes above water 

from day 1-15. Thus, their activities in outdoor environment were rhythmic. Therefore, range 

of children’s play is not defined by the distance but by the tidal change in a month. In 

conclusion, the natural phenomena which is tide diversified their activities in each geographic 

range. In other words, children in fishermen village are sensible with the characteristics of 

natural elements as well as built elements.  
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Workshop 1: Building maps with Mapbox Studio and Mapbox GL JS 

 

Building tools to help people use maps to solve important problems is deep in Mapbox's DNA. 

This workshop will introduce Mapbox, provide an overview of our tools and the supports 

available to positive impact projects, and then dig into a hands-on tutorial for creating a 

simple interactive web map using Mapbox Studio (our online tool for creating custom 

basemaps) and Mapbox GL JS (our Javascript library). Experience with code or web 

development is not required - this is a beginner-friendly introduction. 

This is a hands-on workshop, so a laptop is recommended for those who want to follow along. 

Participants will create (or login to) a free Mapbox account and potentially a GitHub account. 
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Workshop 2: 3D city models for PPGIS 

This workshop will discuss the implementation of 3D models in PPGIS tools. Taking a self-

developed tool that enables users to modify the position of 3D objects on a map as an 

example, we want to share our experiences with this new participatory mapping method. We 

will look at the technical backend of this tool, as well as how to design exercises. Participants 

will also be able to test the interface through sample design exercises. At the end of this 

workshop, we want to discuss the opportunities and challenges of 3D visualisations for PPGIS. 
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Workshop 3: MAPTIONNAIRE 

 

The workshop has two parallel tracks and both tracks are hands-on oriented, so we encourage 

participants to bring their laptops. The introductory track will focus on setting up your account 

and building your first questionnaire from scratch. This track is suitable for anyone interested 

in Maptionnaire. The advanced track is aimed at people familiar with Maptionnaire and focus 

on using and connecting external data sources with your projects. 

 

 

  


